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SANTA NEW
VOL. 50 SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, WIS. NO. 8
erty a mortgage was given thereon
as shown in the copy thereof hereto
attached. This, as I understand it,
was given for the purpose of raising
Iti efftAi a reconciliation, but in the
event of failure in this direction, It
proposes to wage vigorous warfare, j
Already federal t roops have been sent
to Cuernavaca to prevent the occupa-
i t:on. of that city by Zapata. Only three
of those arrested by Generals Huerta
MESSAGE ASKS
MONEY FOR
COAL OIL INSPECTOR
PROBE MAY PROVE
GENERAL FELIX DIAZ TO
RUN FOR PRESIDENCY
OF MEXICAN REPUBLIC
OF;
UNUSUAL I
.
RESOLUTION TO INVESTIGATE BRIANLEADER OF REVOLT AGAINST MADERO IS IN PERFECT ACCORD WITH GEN
' more money lor the completion of the
gun Hliedw.
There is also submitted a statement
by M. S. Murray captain or that bat- -
tery of light artillery, explaining the';
situation as it appeared to him at the
time, and the necessity of the action j
that was taken as shown in the rneni- j
orial presented. In thin statement, is
given an itemized account, of the ex-
penditures on account of purchase of;
real estate and the erection of the;
" sh!ds
.,t iici in (iipw nui'iiiii.irii .v i it- -
t cently written by Adjutant. General A.
S. Ilrookes relating to the subject of!
these gun sheds, showing the nec.es- -
ttv f(r flip H!ttm niifl r..i-n- mmid til t
that an appropriation be made to pay
for them, or for the purpose of paying j
rent for the use thereof during the
time tliey have been occupied by this
battery of artillery.
The whole situation relating to this
subject is so fully stated and explain- - j
ed, jn the memorial and the docu- -
WIS AMENDED BY HOUSE TO INCLUDE ALL INSPECTORS AND DRIVE
AT MR. CUTTING AND NEW MEXICAN IS ELIMINATED.
HUERTA, AND TOGETHER THEY ARE SELECTING A NEW CABINET, IT IS
SAID. -- AMBASSADOR WILSON IS CONSULTED, TOO : fer
FATE OF DEPOSED PRESIDENT ,
MADERO HANGS IN THE BALANCE
HOUSE RECONSIDERS RESOLUTION
TO INVESTIGATE ITS SPEAKER
ments accompanying that any state-
ment coming from me at the present i A resolution introduced in the
time would seem to We superfluous. I house this afternoon late, by Major
ZAPATA ON WAR PATH.
TODAVS EVENTS IN MEXICAN WAR. iIexico clly Mex.t Keb. 20.-- The ac- -The fate of Francisco I. Madero, former president of the Mexican fe-- 1 tivity of the followers of Zapata has
public, hangs In the balance. Madera's family waited at the station to n turned against the new adminis-;ar- tfor Vera Cruz thence to sail for Lurope when they were Informed that j tr&tion A small force of rebels was
"would be from joining them the i ,.'t'AMadero prevented on journey." tH,.v i,. ti, .,Pii,hm-i,nm- l nf
Only optimists believe that trout le is over in Mexico and that rebels
will iVay down their arms. Zapata, the "irreconciliable," is regarded with
1 articular alarm. .
The new administration has decliied to try to effect a reconciliation,
but If this cannot be done, to wage a vigorous warfare.
The students of the military school at Tlalpam who started the revolt
in Mexico City twelve days ago, are acclaimed as heroes.
The soldiers who two days ago were shooting at each other, are walk-
ing around arm in arm, discussing the bombardment.
Zapata is said to be working aginsl the new administration and an
unconfirmed dispatch states that Cuetnavaca has fallen into his hands.
General Feliz Diaz denies responsibility for execution of Gustavo Ma-
dero, and the official report states he "made a dash for liberty and the
officers in charge fired at him and killed him!"
Felix Diaz Bent a telegram to the former dictator, Porliro Diaz, ' say-
ing: "You have been avenged against your former enemy."
Order is being restored in the Mexican capital.
Closest estimates Of casualties
C ity indicates that three thousand persons were killed and seven thou-- j
fe.nd wounded. Whole families were wiped out. The majority of the deadj
dcrlng twelve days's battle in Mexico!
T, . : ji
understand, however, thiit. there is
some danger of losing this battery,
should the parties who furnished the
money to erect these sheds decide
to take possession and not furnish
them longer to the state free of
charge. The property involved Is re-
ported to me to be of the value of
something like $10o,tmt). The real es-
tate purchased is considered valuable
as an asset, to the state in the future.
It seeuiB to nie hut reasonable for the
parties interested to expect some ac-
tion to be taken by this legislature,
giving expression to what it believes
is the proper, course to pursue. Should
you decide to acquire this property
for the battery named, you might
make the appropriation conditioned
upon the acquirement of the real es-
tate and the improvements thereon.
Should you not do this, I believe that
you ought to make an appropriation
to cover the rental during the time
these sheds have been occupied by
the battery, and also make provision
for the future.
'
1 am, gentlemen,
Respectfullv vours,
W C. McDONAI.D.
Governor,
(iOUOt. I IM nil
UPROAR OVER
RESOLUTION
By a vote of US to li the house re-
called and reconsidered and tabled the
.... . i,i a- - . -tl... ........ I.,.. T ... rt.rtmn wtiK
" r" . I,",:1
the negative were Blanchard, Burg
and Catron. The speaker then made
a report showing the expenditure of'
nniiM f,,,i nt einn with vmirliprs
.... .
.M..M.u...lcI(ja is VQi(j an( he wi rf,lain
ai d Blanquet at the moment of the
overthrow of Madero remain in ens- -
tody. There are' Francisco I. Ma-- ;
dero himself ; Josephlno Suarez, the j
and Gonzales Garza,
v, ho was governor of the federal dis--
t"lct and who incurred widespread
owing to his close affiliation with
"La Porra," the political group direct- -
dl by Gustavo Madero.
CADETS ARE HEROES.
The students of the military school
at Tlalpam, who initiated the revolt, in
the federal capital twelve days ago.
have been acclaimed as heroes by
of Mexico.
The soldiers who only a couple of
('ays ago were shooting at one an-
other in the streets, are fraternizing
tnday and describing the events of
the bombardment from their different
points of view.
the capital troops, and government
t oops were sent out ngainst them,
An unconfirmed dispatch says that
Cuernavaca has fallen into Zapata's
bands.
CONSUL TOOTS HORN.
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 20. Declaring
that as a federal he had rendered val-
uable service to the rebel cause, Man-
uel Cuesta, Mexican consul here, to-
day issued a long declaration. lie as-
sorted that he had secured informa-
tion from American officials which
was used to assist the revolution.
"Under the guise of an official of
Madero, 1 was able to follow every
American officer with whom. 1 had
di alings," he said.
cuesta reaigntd some days ago and
President Madero appointed another
his place. The appointment. Cuesta
Ms position unless removed by the
f Huerta government.
Upon recommendation o Governor
Maytorena, Sonora, the three hundred
federal troops at Agua I'rieta today
more tiiiui..;; iiiu.uiiai inCo.ui..i,
l lie miei IH, BUminiB"n"'"
l lans or promises, nor is It nanaicap- -
red by promises made by Felix Diaz,
eeclured its leader today.
"Jt began as a business administra-
tion, promising nothing more than
good government.
General Huerta s cabinet will lane
J'.0 governmentof the will
u
Dispatches from the interior today
"1 01 l" l,V1
""aT,"lnZ..n:n., nli diJ ........vaiiuuo iuiud
la the state of Tlaxacala, headed by
ihe of Hidalgo. Al-
though willing to come to reasonable
terms with the rebels.the new admin-
istration is determined to use the ar-a-.-y
for the suppression of independent
anarchistic bands which have hither- -
lo counted on the support of those
whose sole object was the removal of
Madero.
The belief began to spread this af-
ternoon that the hour of reprisals had
passed with the execution of Gustavo
(Continued on page eight).
MEXICO CITV.
iuuh.v, uucoruiiig 10 reports.
tie on the best of terms and are
intentions of congress and General
AJUIT
GOVERNOR SENDS LETTER TO LEGIS-
LATURE ON TEXAS-N- EW MEXICO
BOUNDARY DISPUTE AND ALSO
ONE ON BATTERY GUN SHEDS.
MEMBERS REQUESTED
TO ACT THIS SESSION
Two messages to the legislature
from the governor this afternoon were
of more than ordinary .interest since
both involved matters of some im-
portance to the state.
The first message was submitted
with a report by the attorney general
on the New Mexico-Texa- s boundary
embroglio and asked for an appropri-
ation of $7,500 on the recommendation
of the attorney general to cover costs
of suit, The second message dealt
with the indebtedness en the gun
sheds of battery- "A" N. M. N. G. at
Roswell and asked that the legisla-
ture at least provide for the rental
for the gunsheds since they were first
occupied and likewise that it arrange
If possible to take up a note of $6,000
signed by prominent Iloswell men at
the time the property was built.
lioth messages follow:
Gentlemen: I submit, herewith
copies of a special report of the attor-
ney general of New Mexico on the
question involving the boundary be-
tween New Mexico and Texas, fo
gether with the complaint in a suit
brought by Attorney General Clancy
in the supreme court of the Tjnited
States against the state of Texas, to
determine the comet boundary be-
tween New Mexico and Texas, withi n
the valley of the Rio Grande.
Investigations have already be m
carried on by the attorney general's j
office which in his opinion justified
the suit he has brought, against the
state of Texas to determine this boun- -
dary. His special report covers this
case quite fully and is not only inter- -
esting but of great Importance to the
state of New Mexico.
Accompanying tne copies of com- -
received by mo from the attorney
general slating his idea of what ap
propriation may probably be needed
t,mu nf TrnPP.iitiiiir this
.
- -
voc iu
...great uem u. wu.u ....uu..Ui--- v
be necessary involving considerable
expense, and the attorney general sug-
gests an appropriation of seven thou-
sand five hundred dollars which he
believes will be.; ample for this pur-
pose. This sum that he asks for may
be more than will be required, but it
seems to me that it will be wise to
Make an appropriation sufficiently
large to cover any contingency that
may arise. Since we have begun this
action it is quite important that we
prosecute it vigorously and accom-
plish what we have undertaken if it
is within our legal rights which we
believe it is. Should this sum be
more than necessary for the purpose
nothing will be lost because I am
quite sure that the money will be ex
pended judiciously and not one dollar
will be used except for the purpose
for which It is appropriated.
I am, gentlemen,
Respectfully yours,
vv. c. Mcdonald,
Governor.
Feb. 19, 1913.
Gentlemen: I am presenting for
your consideration a memorial from
certain citizens of Roswell, tnamely
John VV. Poe, E. A. Cahoon and H. P.
Sanders, as trustees for other parties
who signed a note to raise $6,000, for
building the gun sheds for housing
the equipment of guns, etc., for the
battery of light artillery organized at
Roswell, which was received from the
United States for' use of that battery.
These gun sheds seem to be an abso-
lute necessity in order to properly
provide for the care of the artillery
for said battery. These matters are
Huerta in regard to her husband, wept acknowledged allegiance to General
profusely. She and her party then j Huerta ' giving a military parade,left the railroad station and went back u0Bt 0f the troops are Yaqui Indians,
vnR c"y- - ! the remaining being former soldiers
TROUBLE AHEAD. oi. hfi elder Diaz under command of
Onl.y the optimistic residents of General Ojeda, one time friend of the
the Mexican capital pretend to be-- 1 exiled president.
lleve that the substitution of General Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. Gene-1- 1
uerta for Francisco Madero will re-jr- ai Huerta regards himself as nothing
.,. restoratird ot complete;
peace throughout the republic. It re- - rnd declared today that general eiec-luain- s
to be seen how many of the ltions will be held promptly for select--
t administration.lvoei leaders wm accept iuh iuvunVB a . ::
the coal oil inspector vt New Mex-- aand receipts. Mr Clancy introduced f
resolution amoving the account lor the year A. I)., 1910 and
19 1
were non-co- Daianis.
i " J"""'1, 7 . ;..
..,
.uCUC. u .,.aUC v
was me question agitating ins uupi-i- o
Generals Diaz and Huerta seem t:
frequently in consultation.
X x x x x xx x x x x x
X DIAZ TO RUN. X
X Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. X
X Felix Diaz will enter tne race X
X for the presidency. Probably X ,,J
General Guerta will not run X
X against him. X '
X One reason why Diaz made no X
X effort to secure the provisional X
nresidencv fur himoeU was his X
. wish to be. ent rely tree to or--
X ganize and direct his" party In X
X the coming campaign. X
XXXXXXXXXXXSXX
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. The
fate of Francisco I. Madero, the de-
posed president of Mexico, was still
in the balance this morning.
Preparations had been made at
iridnight for his departure with the
members of his family into exile, but
these were suddenly halted by mys-
terious orders from General Huerta.
Senora Madero and the
two sisters and his aged fa-
ther, together with the family of ex-Vi-
President Suarez, waited at the
f.tation ready to depart for Vera Cruz
and thence for Europe.
But at the hour which was fixed for
departure, congress was still in ses-
sion discussing the situation.
Senora TVladero and the rest of her
j.arty had waited Impatiently for more
than two hours when they were in-
formed by Minister Las
Curain that the "would be
prevented from joining them on their n
journey."
Senor Las Curain declared that he
was unable to give any explanation of,
the delay. Senora Madero, fearing the
'.V
LATEST WAR
TEREST NOW
B. DUNNE OF NEW MEXICAN STAFF
Speaker of this house of representa-
tives be and he is hereby empowered
to appoint a committee of five mem-
bers of this house whose duty it shall
be to fully investigate the facts as
above set forth as to their truth or
falsity. And said committee is here-
by empowered to call for persons and
Papers, to subpoena witnesses and to
administer oaths to said witnesses.
And be it further
RESOLVED, That in the event that
he charges herein contained are
pioven, that the speaker of the house
shall certify mtld findings to the at-
torney general of New Mexico, who
immediately upon the receipt
thereof, lile or causo to he filed a
fuit against the said Brian li. Dunne,
alleged coal oil inspector as afore- -
i.aid for the recovery of the said sum
$luo3.:;2 with legal interest there-
on and to take such further action as
may, in his opinion, be for the best
interest of the state of New Mexico.
FROBE OF SPEAKER
NOT POPULAR MOVE.
It developed this afternoon, that
th ...,..
gent expense account of the littles
speaker in the house was not going to
e as popular a move as at first was
indicated. A number of the house
r.embers have begun to ask Its pur-
port. Likewise, the speaker, with a
sinile has told the various memhe'"
vho have nnku- -i "'"tu it, that
is alright with linn and that he has
bunch of receipts and a report in
full, which hi- - is more than ready to
ctl.mlf In lliu llnllU !lt IlllV Old time.
T VfTTORNEY hfcfc.
The senate today passed the senate
bill substituted for the House Joint
Resolution No. 9 Appropriating t500
for additional attorney fees for the
four members of the house accused
bribery at the last session. It wan
teported to the house and upon mo-
tion of Mr. Blanchard it was at once
yassed by the house under suspension
tabled..I-,- Tho measure will now go to
the governor. The governor, last year
disapproved $300 for the same pur-
pose.
SALARY BILLS AGAIN
LAID OVER BY SENATE.
The county and district attorney
salaries bills were again laid over by
the senate when that body met this
afternoon. The senate made the
measures special order for tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. They
were special order for this afteruon
at 2:30 o'clock.
Among the new senate bills this
afternoon were:
S. B. No. 145 by Mr. Paukey, rela- -
tlve to the amendment of county high
school laws.
S. B. No. 146 by Mr. Doepp, relative
to the incorporation of towns and vil-
lages.
S. B. No. 147 by Mr. Doepp, an act
to prevent the use of "pump" guns In
hunting small game,
S. B. No. 148, by Mr. Doepp, rela-
tive to the issuance of stibpoenaes.
S, B. No, 149, by Mr. Mabry, an
Injunction law,
S. B. No. 150 by Mr. Mabry, to ".
amend the present law relative to
chattel mortgages.
PARENTS WERE AWAY, X
7 CHILDREN CREMATED. X
Harrisburg, Pa., Feb 20. 3S
Seven children, ranging in age X
from one to twelve years, were X
burned to death last night when X
the home of their parents, Mr. X
and .Mrs. George Smith, at X
Emenezer, near here, was de- - X
groyed by'flre he
absent from home at the time. X
The father and mother had X
niost. unrecognizable. were X
X found among the Bniouldering X
X ruins. The family had expected X
V to move to a nearby farm to-- X
X day. XXXXXXXXXXXXX
TERRIFFW BATTLE
Rnver Bey. leader of the young
Turks, is reported among the wound- -
ed
iiui icy r iti r n.St. Petersburg, Feb. 20-- Rumania
today asked Russia to act as arbitra-
tor on the question at Issue between
Koumania and Bulgaria.
V
. II. .11. Llewellyn ot Dona Ana
county purporting to call for an in-
vestigation Into the duties of Ilrian
B. Dunne, city editor of the New M ex- -
lean as a coal oil inspector in New
Alexico and containing a reference to
the New Mexican and to Bronson M.
Cutting, president of the New Mexi-
can Publishing company, was badly
damaged by amendments before it
was adopted. I
The resolution was presented by
the major following the reading of
the house journals which consumed
some three-quarter- s of an hour. It
was read In English and in Spanish.
On motion of Mr. Clancy, all that
portion of the resolution referring to
Mr. Ilronson M. Cutting and to the
Daily New Mexican, were stricken of
from the resolution. And in addition
upon motion of Mr. de Baca, the res-
olution was so framed as to include
an investigation into the affairs of all
coal oil inspectors. This interesting
denouement means that if the resolu- -
,.. .. ,i !... .!.., .....nl. .llr..uou is put into u.o- -
cussed coal oil inspection law of the
good old days will be given a lirobe
that will prove highly interesting. l
Mr. Dunne this afternoon stated
that so far as he was concerned, he
courted the fullest inspection. Others,
reported to have been connected with
the coal oil Inspector job could not be
eommunicated with today, but it is it,
likely that the news that they are
.0 be called upon for an accounting p
will bo interesting right at. this time.
The purport of the resolution
(locutiieiit, as if caiim from" the hands
tt the representative who Introduced
't. The original, prior to Its amend
ment, was as follows:
HOUSE RESOLUTION.
Whereas, the records of the office of
veveiil the fact that one Brian B.
Dunne an alleged deputy coal oil in
Bnector, drew lrom tne punnc tmius,
hi Personal use the following
sums of money,
For May, 1910 $ 50.00
For June, 1910 50.00
For July, 1910 50.00,
For August, 1910 50.00
For September, 1910 50.00 j
For October, 1910 83.33
For November, 1910 83,33
For December, 1910 83,33
Making a total for the year
1910 of $533.32
! the year 1911 the said Brian B.
Dunne drew irom tne sain puonc
funds for use as set forth aobve as
follows:
From January 1, 1911, to December
31, 1911, the sum of 83.33 for each
of said months making a total sum
of $1,000 for the said year, 1911.
Making a total amount paid said
Brian B. Dunne of $1,533.32.
And Whereas, the said Brian B.
Dunne, alleged coal oil inspector, as
aforesaid, is at the present time a
resident of the city of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and so residing in said city,
Is holding a position of trust and great
responsibility with one Branson M.
(Cutting, an alleged millionaire, and!
the alleged owner of a certain daily
newspaper printed in said city of;
Santa Fe, said daily newspaper being
a strenuous advocate of honesty and
purity in public affairs, and
Whereas, it is currently understood
and believed that the alleged coal oil
inspector above mentioned and refer-- j
red to did not inspect a single gallon V
el' coal oil or render any service what
soever pertaining to his said alleged
position of coal oil inspector, but that v
he, the said Brian li. Dunne, alleged
e1 oiI inspector, appropriated the
. !, OH 1,cj
(cssive taxes, and it being importantly
tion extended to them by Huerta to
join in an effort to restore normal
conditions.,.
It apepars to be taken for granted
that Emiliano Zapata, "the irreconcil-
iable rebel" will continue at the head
of his powerful force iu the south,
sue of his proclamation claiming the
presidency has rendered conditions
in the north problematical.
Those familiar with the progaganda
of the northern rebels express the be -
lief that Pascual Orozco, Inez Salazar
and other leaders may not be satisfied
with the appointment of only one ol
their comrades, Dnvides de la Fuente,
as a cabinet member. ,
On the other hand It is well known
tiiat the men who have been operat-
ing In the north are tired of fighting
and have repeatedly said that theif
naln object In doing so was the re
oval of Francisco Madero from pow-
er v, ;..,';,.yy: .
The new organization will not an-
tagonize any of the rebels. It declares
that all that is possible will be done
PICTURE FROM
and it was adopted.
Mr. Blanchard arose to protest thej
; An .... .hnllmicrnri lllo rip-ti-fill uuni. aim vi(i'.uvov.m .'f .!,
.t, tl.o
city marshall to arrest Mr. Blanchard.
The city marshal advanced and Mr,
Blanchard defied him to do it. The
sergeant-at-arin- s arrested Mr. Blan-
chard and took him from the house.
Mr. Catron then read the rules of
the house governing the arrest of
members and Mr. Catron was ordered
tc sit down midst the wild uproar of
the house.
THE IN CONGRESS.
SENATE.
Began debate on river and harbor
appropriation bill.
Finance committee endorsed Lodge
bill for tariff commission of five mem-
bers.
HOUSE.
Resumed debate on sundry civil ap-
propriation bill.
Chairman Hay of military affairs
committee Introduced bill to reduce
number of officers allowed each army
regiment.
j
STAFF OF UMPIRE
IS ANNOUNCED.
Chicago, Feb. 20. President Tip
O'Neill of tho Western League today
announced the following staff of um-
pires for the season: G. W. Seachrist,
N. E. Singler, D. J; Fitzsimmons, for- -
neiiv in Southern leaaue: Ollie An- -
Legislators, business men
school teachers, and all those in
terested in education are most X
set out in detail by the memorial from derson) formerly of the American as-th- e
trustees. sociation; J. H. Colliflower, formerly
A note was given for $6,000 signed ov ule American league.
by prominent business men of Ros- - j
well, a copy of which is hereto attach- -
ea. i nere is aino iichm rcruiieu ;
copy of power of attorney and trustee- -
shiD authorizing certain trustees to
.......purchase tne property aescriDeti in
that document, in accordance with
the authority therein given, the trus-- j
tees, as I understand it, purchased ;
certain real estate in the city of Ros-- jx
well, upon which were erected gun jx
sheds for the use of said battery;
that after having purchased said prop- -
cordially invited to attend the Xi'n,lre amuum, ..mu.o- -, iu bep , thfl cj(.y prcnagin sup. xSanta Fe County Rural Exhibit, personal use without rendering plie8 and nmde the 8rUt,6l)lue j. xIn the Lecture Room of the Am- - iiy service to the public whatsoever covery on Uleir return. Many of X
erica u School of Archaeology to- - X ft '' same, and (le paciageB the parents had X
morrow, February 21. Come and X- Whereas, the taxpayers of New; were toys and can(jy for the chil- - X
bring your friends. Doors will Mexico are now burdened with e gman charred bodies, al--
...
X be open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. 111. Xxxxxxxxxxxx X that every dollar, possible be gotten
; into the treasury pi the! state to meet
(he already heavy obligations con-
tracted for. Now, therefore be It
5fS , sS3fl
Pwl J
tUftflSmTTi --r8-- '" -- Tinn 1 ill 111 . mi 1 mmmi 1
WieKERSHAM AFTER THE RESOLVED,. That the honorableM'eLASKEY REGISTER CO.
BULGARIAN oIND TURKS
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 20. Sensa- - j
tional charges of violation of the
Sherman anti-trus- t law are leveled at j
the McCaskey Register company in
a civil suit filed here today by order !
of Attorney General Wickersham. To j
acquire a monopoly of the interstate
and foreign commerce In the Sc le of j
cr.sh registers, appliances and sys- -
temB for keeping credit accounts, the
company, H is charged wrongfully and j
frequently obstructed and suppressed
(he, business of its competitors, bribed
their employes, waged an unfair cam- - j
paign of patent suits and threatened
suits and by other unlawful methods
sought to stifle competition.
The federal district court here was
asked to restrain tne defendants from
further monopoly and to prohibit a
series of alleged unlawful and unfair
i - ractices. I
FIGHT
London, Feb.' 20. A terrific three!
davs' battle between 100,000 Bulgar--!1
just been concluded, according to a
dispatch today from Constantinople.
Each side is said to have lost 3,500
men.
. ; --.
Snapshot of Major General Vlctorimo Huerta (arrow point to him) eorimanler-in-cnie- f ot Ma
dero'a federal army In the fighting In the City of Mexico. General Huerta was caught by the camera while
Voiding a conference with other office r.
"AGE r.vo SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1913.
ALHAMBRA IS ITS NAME.
MASONIC CLASS ELECTS OFFICERS.
Awaiting The
Joyful Sound
The Wonderful Muiic that Burtti Forth
When the Stork Arrive.
Hint fimur, little, hmssy cry that echoes
tlie arrlvnl of the now bKby Is perhaps the
which created a deep impression, res-
olutions were addressed to "the co-
ordinate bodies of the Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Vite of the Valley of
Santa Fe, Orient of New Mexico,"
with the statement that "the follow-
ing among other proceedings were
had by the Alliambra class on Feb-
ruary 19, 1913, and were unanimously
adopted :
"Resolved, That we have unbound- -
"The Alliambra" is the name of the
class of thirty-on- e which closed Its
reunion last night at the Masonic
cathedral, the reunion being the
eleventh of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Kite, Valley of Santa Fe,
Orient of New Mexico.
It was with imposing ceremonies
that the class received the final de-
gree the thirty-secon- d and thfn
elected officers. They were: Class
Removal Notice
THE WINTER GROCERY CO.
Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.
WINTER GROCERY GO.
oiutor, Judge L. C. Collins; clasB j, ed appreciation of and gratitude for
president, Hon. F. V. Parker, asso- - j the distinguished honor, benefit and
ciate justice of the supreme court; advantage conferred on the class, in
Biost cherished remembrance of our lives.
And tliougnnds of happy mothers owe their
preRpn-iiiln- to health and strength toMotluTN Friend. This Is an pxternal rem-
edy U nt Is applied to the abdominal mus-
cles. It relievos all the tension, prevents
tenderness and pain, enables the musclesSecretary, William J. Lucas, of Las
Vegas.
JUDGE COLLINS, ORATOR.
The address of Judge Collins to the
class was declared a masterpiece. In
beginning his speech Judge Collins
said:
"With eyes tired of seeing, with'
ears weary of hearing, with a brain
doubly fatigued by receiving and
storing knowledge and information
imparted, with a heart submerged
with emotion, the task imposed upon
me is not without grave difficulty.
"I would be indeed presuniptious if
permitting it to be advanced to the
32 degree of the. Scottish Kite: espe-
cially as the wondrous revelations
made, degree by degree, of the faith
you so abundantly placed in us, ex-
ceeds so largely any estimate which
we had hitherto put on ourselves.
"Be It further resolved, That the in-
spiration with which we have been
tilled and the uplift which has been
given us, impell us to strive with our
full strength, to show by our devo-
tion to the order and the practice of
those virtues so graphically and beau-
tifully inculcated, our deep sense of
obligation, our fidelity to our vows
to c.i and gently, nIKl, when baby comes,
the relax naturally, the form Is
preservi-- without laceration or other ac-
cident.
You will find M'other's Friend on sale at
almost any drug store, as It Is one of the
BtandsM-d- reliable remedies that giand-niotl- u
rs everywhere have relied upon.Will! its dally use during the period of
expectation, there Is no weakness, no
nausea, no morning sickness, no pain, dis-tress or strain of any kind. Its influence
Is truly remarkable, as it penetrates thetissues and renders them pliant and easily
govern'-- by the demands of nature. You
will be surprised at its wonderful effect and
what g inteful relief It affords.
Especially to young women Mother'sFriend Is one of the greatest of all helpful
Influences.
You will And this wonderful remedy on
fmle nt the store where you trade, or they
will fret It for you. It Is prepared by Brad- -I should invade the minds of my class i
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
brethren and endeavor to give the dif and sacred honor.
"Be it further resolved, That the
neici mutilator vo., laii ismiomtf,
Allania, Oa. Write them for a very Vftlu-- i
able book to expectant mothers.ferent impressions and conceptions
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
COODS.
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Phone If Its Hardware We Have-- 9U0qd ti
and feelings that came over them m ; courtesy, kindness and orouieriy love,
the throe days of our advancement, displayed by those In authority and
"Therefore I will content myself j by the brethren in utendance will al- j
conceptions ways abide with us in memory and jAll kinds nf flnwerc rarrfen tt field sppHs in hulk and narlaP with giving impressionsALFALFA SEED.
and feelings which have been awaken- -
inixup Perkins fell over or was knock-
ed to the floor and Governor West
landed on top of him. For a few
minutes the pair thrashed around the
floor, hitting and striking each other
until they were finally pulled apart.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
be an example for us to follow to
life's end. i
"Be it further resolved, That a copy
of these resolutions be forwarded b )
the secretary of the class duly attest- - j
ed by him and signed by the presl j
dent, to lllchard H. Hanna, deputy of j
the Supreme Council and to each of
GOV. WEST A FIGHTER.
ed in my brain and heart by the very
beautiful ceremonies and valuable in-- ;
struction here imparted."
The judge then went into detail con- -
cerning the significance of the vari-
ous degrees taken by the class, cul-
minating in the mastery of the royal
secret the thirty-secon- d degree. '
RESOLUTIONS.
Following the judge's address,
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH Pbone Black45
the constituent bodies comprising the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite
in this valley." LIGHT!oal Woodl THE FORUM. N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
I
Salem, Ore., Feb. 20. Governor
Oswald West and Frank L. Perkins,
a Portland newspaper reported, came
to blows last night on the capitol ro-- j
tunna. Neither was visibly injured j
by the encounter.
Considerable feeling has existed on
the governor's part over articles pub- - j
lished by an afternoon paper with
whiuh Perkins is connected. Respon- -
sibility for these articles the govern- - J
or placed on Perkins. Perkins was
conversing with some senators when j
Governor West overheard a remark
he thought had been addressed to him
by Perkins.
Hot words led to blows. In the i
mix-u- Perkins fell or was knocked
to the floor and Governor West land- -
ed on top of him. For a few minutes j
the pair thrashed around the floor,
hitting and striking each other until j
they were finally pulled apart. J
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather wouldvent the bankruptcy
of the counties.Santa Fe New Mexican,
lu his letter Mr. Norment says:
From the decrees of the court ren- -
Santa Fe, N. Ai.
Gentlemen: be amazed at the radiance of the mod-homea- nd
why all this light? Tohowever,
wasdered August, ltfll, it,t- - o0m Air Vm-men- t lias i
SAWED WOOD
DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump Fancy Lump Fancy Egg
" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
ern
taken offense at something contained j t really signed until January, 1912;the district attorney took an appealin my letter with reference to the ad make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
Phone One Double O J.
February 2d, 3912. (He had one year
in which to do so). Under the law, 130
days is given In which to perfect an
appeal. The appeal in either case was
rever perfected and after delaying the
matter for some nine months after
such rights had expired as a last re-
sort, I finally obtained a skeleton
n.inistration of the revenue laws In
Santa Ke. He seems to think that 1
was attacking him for purchasing at
the tax sale. I desire to say that such
was not my intention. I realize that
the average man will always buy at
the lowest price possible. The fault
rs not with the purchaser, it is with
the law. I wished to bring before the
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., King- -
members of this legislature, that un
transcript of the record of the court jeton, N. Y. (full name furnished on
below a motion to 'docket and affirm' 'application) had such decided benefit
a judgment of the lower court, which j from using Foley's Honey and Tar
vas granted." .Compound that she Bhares her good
der the revenue laws as decided inV. SPARKS THE RELIABLEn crTPiri AN tlie district court for Santa Fe coun fortune with others. She writes:
brought my voice back to me during a
severe case of bronchitis and laryn- -
year and hold that land free from tax-llik- e an explanation: Why was it that
ation for nine years; this is the all in a case of so much importance,ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
important thing, and this has been so which deprived the county of $10,000 eitia. Oh how many people I have re- -
OF AL.L, DESCRIPTIONS. decided by the district court, not only Uf its revenue, and possibly of $G0,-- ; commended it to." For sale by all
'
af to the one piece referred to, but ourt, was not prosecuted as the law IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -
ex--! Nthere were hundreds of certificates This Certainly requiresI ought by Mr. Norment and other plamition. EGGS AND BUTTER SENT IENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook yourH ave Vour House Wired While You Can
HAVE IT DONE AT COST. j Respectfully yours,W. T. THORNTON.residents of Santa Fe, in the year!1M1, for taxes which had been sold to!
tie county in the year 1900, covering;
j TO MORGAN IN EGYPT.
- Highland Falls, N. Y., Feb. 20.
j There was shipped from here today
by express to Cairo, Egypt, a case of
j fresh laid eggs and a quantity of but--
ter for J. P. Morgan who has been ill
j there. The eggs and butter are from
ptoperty worth hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars and upon which taxesPhone 223 J.Percolators , Grills,Irons, Etc.
MICHIGAN MAN
ROBBED IN EASThad been assessed for many thou-- i j
sands of dollars and under this nil-- 1
ing the only revenue which the state, j
county or city can receive from any of j
Mr. Morgan's farm here.
New Vorli. Feb. C. C.
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nfght' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeer fully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it (ails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig-
nature is on each box. 25c.
such property, from the year 1902 to
the year 1911, is the paltry sum bid in
each instance to secure the title.
Now my friend Mr. Norment Is a
booster, I believe, too; has been re
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDfiM SANTA PP To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
rilUiH JAII I A lC all points in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
ia uruinrurtfiruwuuxruvirinj nnar
P CAPITAL COAL YARD
Van Wagner, of the Charlevoix Kock
Products company, Charlevoix, Mich.,
leturned shortly after midnight last
night to. the Elks club, in Forty-thir- d
street where he has been stopping
since last Wednesday, he reported
that he had been held up on Forty-firs- t
street between Sixth avenue and
Broadway, by highwaymen who re-
lieved him of 140 in cash, three
checks amounting to $500 and several
thousand dollars worth of securities.
Van Wagner said he waB passing
vnder a shed in Forty first street
built across the sidewalk to protect
pedestrians from falling materal on
new work constructions when a man
jumped out from the shadows and
thrust a revolver in his face while
two other highwaymen rifled his
pockets.
The checks he said were unsigned
and therefore valueless and the se-
curities were of value to himself
8icne.
cently appointed chairman of the
boosters for New Mexico. I suggest
that he get out an article notifying
prospective settlers in New Mexico
that they can buy a tract of land for
cue-tent- h of the taxes due for a single
year, and the law will exempt the land
so purchased from taxation for periods
varying from four to ton years. With
this knowledge spread broadcast
would any sensible man care to settle
in New Mexico?
I consider the changing of this law
the most important thing that will
come before the present legislature. If
the decision is right it is absolutely
necessary to change the law to pre- -
PHONE 85 MAIN.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
r l
East4? ILENTEN SEASON oal Wood
IS 11 ERE !
The
Best
Route
or
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
We are fully prepared
to answer satisfactor-
ily all your wants
t rfv Tiif e t Ton mrpn "
For Rates and Full Information Address SCIENTIST FINDS
CAUSE OF CANCER
BARTELDES' SEEDS
S WESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
"GASCARET5' BEST
FOR THE BOWELS
EUGENE FOX, O. F. & P. AGENT,EL PASO, TEXAS.
Berlin, Feb. 20. The results of ex
periments to find the origin of cancer
juuun. i fiiL Liio i wan
CAREFULLY:
SARDINES, Imported and Do-
mestic.
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS.
KIPPERED HERRING,
were published by Prof. Johannes fi
nger, director of the Pathological In- -
E
E
D
S
Na Hurl.rk. RmA T- - stitute at Copenhagen.
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED I
If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
Our Specialt- y- Dry Fanning Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
" " ! ITT.. 1. n ahnu, that 0 ,1 fPTTttlRNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE i 1 1 io irecaituco d uu. - -Stomach or Coated Tongue
by Morning.
Denver, Colorado .Box 1804, Department Q, .YARMOUTH BLOATER,
CAVIAR, LOBSTER.
tirowtns m tne esopnaguseu uiu mum-ach- s
of rats were due to the presence
in the alimentary canal of minute
vorms, an indeterminate number of
which are from the common kitchen
cockroach.
Professor Fibiger succeeded in pro-
ducing cancer by feeding the para-tite- s'
eggs on cockroaches to rats.
The experiments are considered of
H eat importance to seekers for a cure
of cancer, as they form the first ex-
perimental production of the disease.
.
FRESH MACKEREL,
MILCHER HERRING. 5
" 2v
It is more necessary that you keep
your Bowels, Liver and Stomach
j clean, pure and fresh than it is to
j keep the sewers and drainage of a
j large city free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with
; Cascarets or merely forcing a pas--I
sageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
'
regulate the stomach, remove the
I A NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00. ' fVV
CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION g I Local Agents for
GOV. WEST A FIGHTER.
Salem, Ore., Feb. 20. Governor Os FRESH FISH
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Loomed in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3.700 feetaboveseIevel,
sunshine every day. Ones air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Pour-tee-n
officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Bust-e-
colleees. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
K. A. CAHOOS. President.
J. E. RHKA. t
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. Poa, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata-ogu-
address,
COL.JAi W.WILLSON.SBpt.
sour, undigested and fermenting food i I I J MCUaMft" Rnlrea Ia ",ta " I Iwald West and Frank L. Perkins, al ortland newspaper reporter, came to
blows last night In the capitol ro-
tunda.. Neither was visibly injured
Wednesdays & Fridays anil nlr rft"$Mcft4. rfflrT nu.c v i? tu zr i i it
and foul gases; take the excess bile
trom the liver and carry out of the
system the constipated waste pat- -
ter and poison in the intestines and
' bowels.
l y the encounter.
Considerable feelihgf has existed
No odds how badly and upset you i on the governor's part over articles
OYSTERS
Modern Grocery Co.
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight
5 A Desk Unit with few ot f luJ-"-- f5 f many Book Units as doted. - rfl Toeoar? perfect combination il-i- p. II
5 I dttkaadbooktaicevcrtnsdc. FTf H II5 H Roomy, convenient, attrac-- . , IME. IIl Uvc We want to show yo
S to advantages and psssV. IT J
bilitiea. CiwittsotRBoar ... --y"
!
XL en you out by morning. They workwhile you sleep. A box fromyour druggist will keep your headclear, stomach sweet and your liverand bowels regular for months. Don'tforget the children their little in-side need a good, gentle cleaning,too. published by an afternoon paperwith which Perkins is connected.Responsibility for these articles thegovernor placed on Perkins. Per-kins was conversing with somesenators when Governor West over-heard a remark he thought had beenaddressed to him by Perkins.Hot words led, to blows. In the
. ;: ..J - -
3inuuuuvuinAfuuuvuinnuuvun
--4
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN JAGt THREE
PROF. HUAlBERT ADDRESSES
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY1 I Denver k Rio Grande R. R.
JOHN HAMPEL,Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 5an Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. M.
tt
he could not go Into much detail, but
the society hopes that he will pursue
the subject on another occasion. At J.An Intelligent and highly interestedaudience greeted Professor H. P.Humbert last night when he arose tolecture on "Plant Breeding,'' at themeeting of the State HorticulturalFociely in the assembly room of the 'the conclusion of the lecture a vote ofthanks was tendered unanimously tot lie speaker,Various matters were then diseus-- jf cd by the society, Mr. Chrismtm re SHORTEST LINE TODenver, Colorade Springs
x and Pueblo.
ported as to pending legislation. There
vas a strong expression favoring a
law requiring nurseries to give bond
to secure correctness of varieties. Air.
Pollard and AV. O. Turley differed
i. WHERE D1RFCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
Old Palace.
The president of the society, For-
mer Governor L. Bradford Prince, d
and postponed all ordinary busi-
ness until after the lecture as Prof.
Humbert had to return to New Mexico
College of Agriculture and .Mechanic
Arts at Mesiila Park, on the S:l."
tiain.
Professor Humbert, who is a "Ph.
D." of Cornell, University, gave an in-
teresting and informing account of the
history of plant breeding from the
time of the first experiments just two
hundred years ago. For lack of time
FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
i
t
4- -
i
i
i
widely as to the practicability of en-
forcing spraying laws.
Mr. Fu.'ier, of Fort Sumner, was
elected from Guadu-- i
lupe county.
After a general horticultural discus-- !
Mon, the society adjourned for one
week. THROUGH LINE TO
Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
The Evolution of
The Modern Store
Did you ever stop to think of .the wonderful development of
the store of today?
Years ago the store was a place where you traded or entered
only when it was necessary. It was not considered necessary
or even an advantage to make it a pleasant place for you to
come at any time.
Modern storekeepers realize that the arrangement and sur-
roundings of their stores make a great difference to their cus-
tomers. They know that an attractive display in the windows
or in the store impresses not only the woman who Intends to
buy, but the prospective buyer.
From time to time they add new appointments until today
the modern store plays a big part in our daily life.
Read the advertisements In THE NEW MEXICAN closely
and constantly every day and see what the best merchants are
doing for your comfort and convenience.
GUNMEN USE SILENCERS.
i
t
r--. i r .. r . r
ment made in the dispatches Tuesday
j that the receivership appointed for
George A. Alden & Co. dealers in
crude ruber, of Boston, also applied
to the subsidiary firms of A. H. Al-
den & Co. of London and Adelbert. Al-
den & Co., of Para Brazil, was erron-
eous.
Receivers were appointed for the
firm of George A. Alden & Co., of
Boston, but the mention of the Lon-
don and Para firms in this connection
was an error.
f for information as to Kates, Reservations, etc, call onWm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
New York, Feb. 20. The first use
Pi a silencer on a ride in the activi-
ties of street desperadoes was record-e- J
by the police today, when Tony
Vivola, an East Side gangster, and
John Russamanno, a saloon keeper,
were shot with a gun that was not
heard by anyone. Vivola was killed
snd Ilussomanna dangerously wound-
ed. The shooting was believed to have
been in revenge for the killing by
in e of a notor-
ious gang leader, Audio I'risco, two
months ago.
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
ill 1 1 V 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 f
n MAYESMINING CO.'S DIVIDEND.Boston, Mass., Feb. 2U. A quarter-ly dividend of ?10 a share was declar-ed by the Calumet and Hcla Mining
company today.
SUBSIDIARY FIRMS
ARE NOT INVOLVED,
For Every Baking
CALUMET
S3AKINO POWDER
ZW because it's the
purest. Best because
it never fails. Best
because it makes every
bakinglight, flurry and
evenly raised. Best
because it is moder- -
ate in cost highest in
quality. ,
At your grocers.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 20.-T- he. state-- '
A Remington TUMULTV ACCENT ON THE 'TUM"T0 BE!NEXT WHITE HOUSE "GOAT."iewriter sess. '
j The name of that ''combination is
Jcseph Philip Tumulty (accent on the
"Turn"), who is expected to be thePlus
moving a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
title of plaintiff to certain lands
within the district of New Mexico,
and that the defendants, Robert Cald-
well and John King, are not inhabi-
tants of and cannot be found within
the district of New Mexico as shown
by the return of the marshal of the
district of New Mexico, made on the
16th day of January, 1913, and that
said defendants have not voluntarily
appeared in this cause; now on mo-
tion of plaintiff it is ordered by the
court that the said defendants and
each of them, do plead, answer or de-
mur in this cause by the 7th day of
April, A. D., 1913.
It in further ordered that a certi-
fied copy of this order under the seal
of this court be published in the
Santa Fe New Mexican, a dally news-
paper published within the district of
New Mexico, once a week for six con-
secutive weeks, the last publication
to be made at least one week before
said return day.
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, this 5th day of February,
A. P., 1913,
WM. H. POPE,
(Seal) Judge.
A true copy,
HARRY F. I.EE, Clerk.
goat, or, concentionally speaking, the
stcretary to the next president.
Joe Tumulty is only years old,
yet he has served four terms In the
Visible
Writing
and
Add infi
RECEIVED
HIGHEST
AWARDS
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, (Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Btc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAIGHUN BUILDING,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO
j New Jersey house when the old hi- -
S
'!
Food Expo.World', P,ira
ic.uo, HI.
I artisan machine was on the job, too.
and all he could do was get up and
orate about it. lie was there when
Wilson became governor. They took
'o each other like Damon and Pythias,
and Wilson grabbed him, quick, and
made him his secretary.
ion, France,
1312.i mm
Half of Joe's life, however, measur-
ed in his personal Interest, lies far
f;om politics, It Is bound up in a lit-
tle house in Jersey City to which 10
years ago, he took a loving wife. To- -
You don '! save money when you buy
cheap ot n baling powder. Don't
be misled. Buy Calumet. It's more
economical more wholesome gives
best results. Calumet is far superior to
i..ur milk and soda.
JOSEPH P. TUMULTY.
(By Oliver P. Newman.)
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 20 Some men
cVy, the household numbers eight.
Four girls and two boys, all under
nine years, claim his attention when j
he gets home, and every night, no
matter what the cares of the day hav
been, he plays with his boys and girls
as if he were one of them.
MAROONED IN Z
CHICAGO RIUER
achieve politics like Theodore Roose-
velt. Some men have politics thrust
upon them like Woodrow Wilson.
But somemen are born politicians,
begin playing the game from the
ciadle, and eat, sleep, live and dream
politics.
Now, if you take that kind of a man,
and hook onto him the most unpro
Chicago, Feb. 20. Marooned like
In Jersey City, where he was born,
the son of an Irish contractor, where
1:l was educated in parochial schools,
and where he was brought tip in the
nuked politics of a Celtic ward, Joe
Robinson Crusoe on an island, within
stone throw of the commercial heart
of the citv. Cantain Carland. keener
also maintains a law office. They say, Lf the Jjfe saving station at the mouth
Here is the machine which will do everything that any typew riter
has ever done; which will write straightaway or tabulate, in one or many
columns; which will do any tabular work, however intricate, with the
spv.d of ordinary writing;
Which will write and add, and add when it writes, in one column
or as many columns as the paper will hold;
Which will subtract as easily as it adds, in all or any columns where
adding is done;
Which is a complete billing, tabulating, adding and subtracting
machine all in one;
.Which is also a complete auditing machine accurate itself and
exacting accuracy from those who use it, which will detect errors
and prevent errors well; -
Which establishes a new standard of time and labor saving in every
variety of combined writing snd adding work.
Re mingtonAdding and Subtracting Typewriter(Whl Adding Mechanism) (
Remington Typewriter Company(locorpwatcd)
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
i:P there, that he s a chump not to 0f the Chicago river, is now shut off
Mick to law, at which he was hugely fiom the world.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin-
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflamma-
tion can be taken out and this tube re-
stored to its normal condition, hear-
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-
tarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucous sur-
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
foi any case ef Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars, free.
K J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pillo for
Located in the center of the river,successful, but they forget that Joe is
wrapping ferninster to start with, and
that he Is deeply pledged in his own
heart to the cause of real popular
in easy hail of either bank, it is im-
possible for him to negotiate the
few rods to shore. The current of
nounceable name, and shoot him
through with a fighting conviction
that the mass of humanity isn't get-
ting a square deal, and give him the
long-heade- d wisdom of a
and endow him with a lovable,
Irish sense of humor, and fit him out
with a short, square cut, big muscled
body, and throw in a downright love
ti' a scrap and bestow a gift of easy,
eloquent oratory if you do all that,
you'll have a combination that will
combine about everything combina-
tions that a politician ought to pos- -
the river, reversed by the drainage
He'll be found wherever he can do; canal, draws heavy cakes of ice
the most for that cause if he can get in, l"e channel until it is impossible
there. As friend," advisor and pilot of to set a boat through,
wlth hls wlfe and famly ne mu8tStates whoa president of the United
frels the same way, he ought to be,valt until warmer weather or chang- -
A. T.t & S. F. R. R.
TIME TABLE
uiyA'm in uary 1st, 19(3.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Ft 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovls and Pecos Val-
ley points.
ng winds free the river of ice.al.'le to do considerable.
FIRST TRUST HEAD SENTENCED
TO PENITENTIARY.
The current is too swift and the
tassage of large vessals too fre-
quent to permit the river to freeze
ever solidly enough to walk on.
Food and the daily papers are
thrown to the captain by the crews
of the big boats that pass in and out.
His family is with him and all are
comfortable in their temporary pris-cn- .
It is expected tha tanother week
will elapse before the captain can
cume ashore.
Rubber Stamps.
ILLINOIS OIL IS
ADVANCED 5 CENTS.
Findlay, Ohio, Feb. 20.- - Illinois oil
was advanced five cents to $1.25 a
barrel today by the Ohio Oil company.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms '
when you can get them already printSTANLEY SPEAKS
FOR HIS BILL
Returning, arrive Santa Fe S:5 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbound car-
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING. FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJfeEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINd RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
EVERY STREET IN SANTA f EWashington, D. C, Feb. 20. Repre-
sentative Stanley of Kentucky today
Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid.
ney Sufferers Seek.
Backache? Kidneys weak? Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.
io recommena me passage ot his Dill
to prohibit holdings companies from
engaging in interstate commerce.
"The Sherman law," said Mr. Stan-
ley, "is easily eluded, and does not
prevent monopoly. Reorganization of
the Standard Oil and American To-
bacco companies was just as iniqui-
tous as the original trusts.
"To enforce the Sherman law, it
must be proved that there has been
a combination in restraint of trade.
There is no law to prevent a coal
mine or a factory from owning a
railroad, but there is a law to prevent
the railroad owning the industrial
corporation.
"Holding companies are the burglar
tools of legitimate business. They
exist solely as subterfuges to escape
the penalty of the law and they should
be abolished.
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Don't have to look far. Use what
Santa Fe peopl, recommend. Every
street in Santa Fe has Its cases.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experi-
ence.
Let" Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
tell it.
He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kid-
ney Pills for pains in :ny back that
had troubled me for three years. They
brought prompt relief and proved bo
satisfactory that I gave a public
statement in their praise. Now after
two and a half years have passed, I
gladly confirm every word of that tes-
timonial. I can add that I have since
used Donti's Kidney Pills, giving them
a more thorough trial and have receiv-
ed great benefit. I know that this
Furniture
Crating
Is Our Specialty, and We
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hes-
itate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
J.F.RHOADS
Telephoned W. :: SANTA FE. N. M.
I04 ST.
PRICE LIST.
One-li-ne Stamp, not over 2 -2 Inches leaf Mc
Each additional Hoe on stamp lie
One-li- ne Stamp, over 2 1- -2 and not over 3 -2 inches long . . 20c
Each additional line on stamp 15c
One-li- ne stamp, over 3 -2 and not over 5 laches kmf . : . . 2Sc
Each additional line on same stamp 20c
One-li- ne Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch Ifc
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches lone 25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
over one-ha- lf Inch in size, we chare on Hue for each
one-ha- lf inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for 1- -2 inch JOc
Ledger Dater month, day and year In 1- -3 inch 50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, 1- -4 Inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -8 inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater l.M
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aad Weed Cut 1.50
Pearl Check Protector 1J0
SELF-INKIN- G STAMP PADS.
1 3--4, 15 cts; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2 1- -4 x 3 -2, 2S cts ;
2 34 x 4 1- -4, 35 eta; 3 66 cts 4 1-- 2, 75 cts;
4 1- -4 x 9, 85 cts. All colors. .Stamp Nd Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MFXfCO.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe Nev
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.
j remedy is a cure for backache and
kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price bO
cents, Foster-Milbur- Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Rememoer tne name Doan's an!
tfcke no othfir.
JOHN H. PATTERSON, President National Cash Register Company.
Name John Henry Patterson.
Residence Far Hills, Dayton, O.
Born December 13, 1844, on farm near Dayton.
Schooling Country schools; Miami and Dartmouth colleges.
First Job Collector of tolls, Mia mi canal.
First Business Coal mining and retailing.
Next Venture Organized National Cash Register Company.
Present Occupation President National Cash Register Company since
"FixitShop"
For Repairing of All Kinds
1S85.
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY and
THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-Hines-
Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regu-
late the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
They break up clods in 24 hours.
Tiiey are so pleasant to the taste Chil-
dren like them. Over 10,000 testi-
monials. Uused by Mothers . for 22
years. They never fail. Sold by all
Druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
ddress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS-
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
The United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs. No. 218.
Robert Caldwell & John King,
Defendants.
It appearing from the complaint in
the above entitled cause that the same
Is commenced for the purpose of re- -
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
Indicted February 22, 1912, by U S. grand jury, Cincinnati.
Charge Criminal violation anti-trus- t law,
Crime Unlawfully driving competitors out.
Tried Trial began November 13,1612.
Convicted February 13, 1913.
Sentenced One year in penltentiniy, February 17.
Motto "Kill off competition as you would a dog."
Philanthropies Dayton's chief almoner.
Decoration Legion of Honor, frcm France.
128 Galisteo St. Phone IWJ
tsywassBaasaw(Hmwi
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WILLIAM FARAII EM1L MIGNARDOT
ACCUSFH MAN of miners- The b Representa- -
tives Lewis and Ferguson, requiring
DIES BEFORE railroads to equip their tracks with
UfC TDf Af block signals, was sent back to thei lit i ninh committee of the whole.
The absence of Senator Van Til-bor- g
this morning prevented a vote
on Senator Hecker's libel bill on third
reading and the action on the bill
went over until tomorrow.
New York, Feb, 20. Police Captain
Frederick W. Martens, who was
accussed by the gambler,' Jas.
I'urcell, before the Aldernianio Police
investigating committee of having ac--j
repted graft, died suddenly today.
INFIELD WONDER OF DETROIT TEAM IS MOTHER'S BOY AND PROUD OF IT
THE
Capital Bar
Lemps Schlitz
BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey
CHICHESTER S
IIRANO.
PILLShouse, but girls, he draws the line at
j dishwashing. J ,"JfV J.DdlcNl AftU your fnr a
lun), with Clue Kitten. fTut n ollifr. llnv of voup V
j W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan-- :
ley, Indiana, says he would not take
j 8100.00 for the relief a single box of
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
a severe attack of kidney trouble with
sible for. another man to play short
along with Evers who will work so
well .with the new manager. Perhaps
another shortstop niay be ' located
(iiiiong the present members of the
team who will play as mechanically '
perfect as Tinker but the old duet
thinks part will be missing.
llridwell or Corridon are the mostj
likely to get the place, but neither of
the players will work as well with
Evers as
.Top. It is bound to be a
weak spot from now on. It will take!
Ilrnicelat- - A k forCIIM'lIKM-TF- 3
"Owen will be 24 In October. He
ioined Detroit in the fall of 1908 and
helped win the pennant, but was too
lale to play In the world's scries. He
vns 15, or was it 1G? when he joined
liie Dayton club and 19 when he had
IMAdH'Mt lilCA.tlr 11 for
years kur.wn as lie-t- , Satol, Always U dial le
SOLD Ryr'PITifilTS FVPRVWHPehnrn nains through mv hnrlr ' ami
such a good season with Indianapolis
could hardly strafghten up. A single
I ox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely re-
lieved me." For sale by all druggistsi nd helped Carr win the pennant,"raid Miss Bush. PHONE 239. W.55'San Francisco Street.'years to get the old-tim- e smoothness
"Owen stays home most of the time 'again at best. And by that time
when in town. He bowls consider-- 1 Evers will be ready to step down and
SANITARY BAKERY.
AMADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
Pies, Wedding: Cakes a Specialty.Kaune Grocery Co, Imndle our Cakes,Bread ami Rolls,
PHONE 24B J. 1 OS GALISTEO BT
A New Denver Baker.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 20. The house
of representatives today passed on
third reading the bill by Pearl B.
Gates, prescribing equipment for coal
mines for the protection of the lives
ji;ble and has competed in the nation-cut- .
ill tournament. His greatest pa! here Those who are the loudest in the levaina; only Murray, Shafer and Mc-Cor-
ck of the ,last year's New York
squad to come into line.
( praise of the Cubs as they stand at
present feel way down in their heart
that the infield will lack its pristine
lire and aggressiveness. Even C.
j Webb Murphy must feel this, although
he. publicly states that Tinker won t
be severely missed.
Let's take other teams for compar
isons. The Giants form an excellent
example. When llridwell was with
H Winter excursions
Chic:iyo, Feb. 20. Jack Johnson,
the pugilist, is ill at his home here of
pi.eum ''ii, according to a statement
made by his attorney to Judge Car-rent-
in the United States District
Court.
The court said that if the fighter
was well enough by February 25, he
would be placed on trial charged with
smuggling, leaving the charge of viol-
ating- the Mann "white slave" act till
,titel. Johnson wan taken til Siinrlnv
ISr mJj mcBRooAN JfepL
mi Till urnMcGraw the Giant inlield was far bet-ite-than when Muggsy let. him go.Last season shortstop was practicallyi the only weak spot on the New Yorkjteam. It was a joke to think ofRetcher, Groh or Slial'er filling his I lit was reported to be improvingj shoes.Fletcher was the man groomed for
the place and we admit he is a hril-- !
liant player at times. But more fre- -
HEALTH WARNING.
Chilled and wet feet result In con- -
CALIFORNIA
fift NOW ftnd'Enjoy thelSunnyUU niTT Climate of California.
The California Limited No 3
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
ROUND TRIP RATES :
quently he is erratic in the extreme. gcstillg tUe internal organs, and in-H- e
can't work with Doyle the way ie namn,.ion of the kidney8 and bladder,
veteran COUld. Iv-lt- anA naln In
Of course, Bridwell is with the Cubs back, eenerallv follow. Use Folev
and may take Tinker's place. The Kidl,y PiIls xhey are the be8t
argument is made that this solves the
,r.ie(jiuine made for aU diBordera o tUe
difficulty. But it must be remem-!kt- fop b,adder irreglllaties and
'wee (yf h'KJk, "ftIndianapolis, Ind., Feb, 20.-m- uchas Owen Bush, the pee uereu iuai. nnuweu is for .backache and rheumatism. Theyolder now, has only recently recovthe SmTh? r A'fhortstop, is a Detroit ball player, do not contain habit forming drugs.Tonic in action, quick in results. Forsale by all druggists. - Los Angeles,ered from blood poisoning and, more-''ove-isn't familiar with Evers's styletf play. Nobody is. outside of Joe'Tinker, the departed Cub. .9
"IRM THE.
San Diego,
San Francisco,
PAPEB.S EVRY IV
To See what
HE DOES
.9
NORTHERN PACIFIC TAX
SHOWS AN INCREASE.
St. Paul, Alinn., Feb. 20. A quota-- 1
tlon placing the total operating reve- -
mic s at $17,380,477.73 on its Minneso-- ;
to. lines last year, a gross earning tax
M'CRAW SIGNS
CONTRACT FOR
FIVE YEARS MORE
rupposition is that Manager Hugh
Jennings is his boss, nut Hugie is
merely his assistant boss.
The real boss, chief adviser, the
guardian angel of Owen Bush, Is Mrs.
Ellen Bush, 0i", widow and mother of
the spec marvel of the Detroit infield.
Bush is "mother's boy" and glories In
the title.
The Bush family resides in a pretty
-l-.ome at 214 N. Walcott street; the
home was a present from Owen to his
mother.
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
THE GRAND CANYON
THE YOSEM1TE VALLEYSEE
estimate of $095,210.11 was submitted
to 1 he state tax commission today by
the Northern Pacific railway. The
tax of 1912 is $filS,185, an advance of
that in 1911.
worse now, for he goes so far from
home,' 'said Mrs. Bush.
"He is a good son. He saves his
money and I help him to do It. He
always sent money home to be bank- -
d. 1 rpnrl the nnnora ovorv rluv rlnrinp-
it, 'Johnny,' the dog. Mother used to
him when he was a boy for
playing ball too much. She told him
he was wasting his time, as I guess
most mothers tell their boys some
t.me. Now she is glad that he had
the game so deeply in his system that
she could not get it out.
"I hope Owen stars for years, for
I d hate to see him return to the mln- -
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accom-
modations On Any of Our Through Trains.The affection between the ball!little ie season tn see whntim dnP pnri nf
New York, Feb. 20. John McGraw,
manager of the New York National
league champions, today signed a five-ye-
contract to manage the team for
the seasons of 1313-191- inclusive.
McGraw was working under a five-yea- r
contract, which had two years to
run. The old contract, however, was
abrogated, and the new one gives Mc-
Graw a substantial increase in salary.
It is said that McGraw's old contract
called for $18,000 a season, and that
course, I like to see him praised. 1
feel badly when he makes an error. Santa Fe, N. M.H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
"When Owen was In Indianapolis 1
Pope Motor Cycle
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
With Imported Magneto.
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
loft at the factory,
j used to see him play nearly everylois and be treated as some of them
tre. When he's through 'up there'
Slayer and his mother is an old story
to their friends on Indianapolis' east
side. Mrs. Bush still thinks of Owen
ps ber baby and her baby is a nation-
al character.
'I hated to see Owen become a ball
and 1 cried when he went to
Dayton and to Marion and to South
Bend, when he was scarcely old
tnough to wear long trojisers. But it's
I hope he sees fit to give up the game,
he is saving his money he his stipend has been increased to $20,--The way
flay and it did me good to hear the
people cheer him."
Another worshipper of "Donnie" is
Lis sister, Elizabeth, who says the
Detroit short infielder is a wonder with
the broom and dust cloth about the
ui!u a year.ought to have enough left to retire
i n if he is as successful as he has
I en." PEERLESS BAR
EVERS HAS BIG Ever since Johnny has been connect- -
DDARf CM TA CAf lie' ' 11 mttJr Jeaeue uall he lias play--rtUDLCITf I U OUL VC cd alongside of Joe Tinker, the fiery
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND CIGARS ;
GREGG & COLE, Props.PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.SANTA TE 3ST. IM.
guesswork about it no slips or bob-
bles. Probably never in the history of
the sport has the keystone sacks been
f.o well guarded as when Joe and
Johnny were on the job.
Now this is all changed. Tinker
has taken up his lot with the Reds.
Kvers must develop another shortstop
to take his place. It's a great task
that might well stagger Evers and he
admits he is confronted by the biggest
problem of his life,
Everybody admits it will be impos- -
President Hempstead, of the Giants,
issued a statement saying:
"It gives me great pleasure to an-
nounce that tlje New York National
It ague baseball club has entered Into
a contract with John McGraw, whom
we- - consider to be the greatest man-
ager of the generation in porfesslonal
taseball, to act as manager of the
tarn for the seasons of 1913, 1914,
1915, 1916 and 1917.
"During the term of years that Mc-
Graw has been with the New York
c'ub he has brought four National lea-
gue championships and one world's
( Liampionship .to this city. His club
has never been out of the first divis-
ion, except during the brief part of
the latter part of the season of 1912,
when he assumed control and began
the process of building up a new team.
"We consider the wonderful rec
shortstop. Their . combination has
been a famous one. It is said they
have had as many as ten signals for
every possible play around second
base. Their entire work for many
years has been second nature.
As soon as ever a ball was struck
or a runner made a move both Evers
and Tinker knew exactly what the
ether was going to do. There was no
Chicago, Feb. 20. Johnny Evers
must practically learn how to play
second base all over again.
The case of the Cubs' manager is
unique in the history of baseball.
"When a man of his career and ex-
perience runs up against a snag of
this sort the condition can't help be
interesting.
m
m i m . L i i ".in!! L m
FROM THE CRADLE TO THE WORLD'S SERIES.
CHAPTER NO. 2.
ord and we are glad to attest the ap-
preciation of the club by renewing our
lelations with so competent and so
great a baseball general."
Manager McGraw will leave here
tomorrow for Marlin, Texas, where
the Giants have their training camp,
to look over his young players.
Mathewson, Hartley, Thorpe, Goulait
and Evers, the latter a young brother
ii Johnny Evers, of the Cubs, will ac-
company him.' Mathewson ha asked
jerniission to train with the
CATCHER MEYERS
COACHES THORPE
' New York, Feb. 20. Manager .John
?vIcGraw of the New York Nationals,
) who started last week for the training
j camp at Marlin, Tex., has received
I word from "Chief" Meyers, his star
catcher and batsman, that he is de- -
j lighted at the signing of Jim Thrope,
mother Indian, with the Giants. Mey-- j
crs advised McGraw that he was ready
i to show his. fellow Indian all the fine
j points about the art of hitting, but he
, insisted that Thorpe would have to
teach him a little about running.
Jeff Tesreau, the young pitcher who
rose to sudden porminenece in the lat-
ter half of the Giants' season last
year, has sent in his signed contract,
i
f
r
r DRINK HABIT
QUICKLY CURED
mi ..... . mj By Neal Treatment KMNCE books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
--Jii
CONVINCING OFFER
i
If you are afflicted with the Drink
j Habit come and take the Neal Treat--j
ment, holding this as the agreement:
If at the end of the treatment you
j are not entirely satisfied that you are
perfectly cured we will refund you
every cent paid, or, if you desire, de
X-- r yawneo ana wauea ior cooks, wnen one oookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That wasbefore the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This isthe modern way of building a library. This is the Globe-Wernic- ke idea.
New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.
r' ' ...
JIMMY WAS OFTEN CALLED UPON TO BUILD A NEW BALL
ambitionJimmy Doolan's chief 32
was left to look after Jimmy and she able to drive the yarn sphere out of
had to look closely many times to j Cody's meadow and into Torgler's
find what had become of all ber loose creek, Jimmy was often called upon
t build a new ball. And the old wash
posit the amount of our regular fee
it any bank or with any responsible
firm, to be paid to us only if you are
satisfied at the end of the treatment
For full information call upon or
address NEAL INSTITUTE, Albu-
querque, N. M., 216 West Stover ave-
nue, Phone 321.
vhen he reached the age of six was
to play ball. And Jimmy had to make
l ib own balls. He didn't have a
father to bring back from town a
rice, shiny Reach or Spalding, at
$.1.50 per sphere. Only his mother
bench in the back yard was his favor-
ite working place. 2
twine and spare yarn.
Jimmy used to play ball with boys
much older than himself and for that
honor he had to furnish the ball. As
those husky Sterry Center lads were 1(To Be Continued.)
f -
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PERSONALS LOCALITEMS. EVERYTHING NEW IN
Incorporated I90JEstablished I856
THE WEATHER.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
Just ReceivedSELIGMAH BRDS.EOWlPflHY Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 20. ForXew Mexico: Rain, south por- -lion, snow north portion, to- -night and Friday probably colder.
V !( $ K S $ W !i !
IN TELEPHONING
(Owlrg to the great Interest manl
festecl in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the read-
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
MILLINERY
MRS. W. LINDIIARBT
125 Palace Ave
Mercerized Kimono Crepes 19131913 NEW PATTERNS.
Warranted to be Fast Colors.
PHONE 180210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
The New Mexican, if your business
li about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
'any news, pleate phone "31 J."
Billard will make your abstracts
right.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
'Presbyterian church w.n meet, al :!::;)
tomorrow afternoon, with Mrs. John
it. Patterson.
If it isn't an Eastman it Isn't a Ko INSURE
WITH IIAVWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
dak. We have them trom one. dollar
up. Zook's Pharmacy.
Meet Tonight The Santa Fe Chap-Hr- .
Eastern Star, will meet at. T::S0
FIRST SHOWING OF THE
NEW SPRING LINE OF
MENDEL'S TAILORED-MAD- E
WAISTS, LADIES' SHIRTS
WITH SOFT COLLARS & CUFFS
IN FINE MADRAS LINEN,
FLAXON AND DIMITY.
MENDEL'S MAKE MIDDY BLOUSES
HIGH CLASS GARMENTS
Also a Complete Line of
Warner Bros.' Rust-Proo- f Corsets,
Noted for their Honest Wear, Correct Fit and Neat-
ness of Style. Guaranteed not to Rust, Break or Tear
If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!
INSURE WITH WAYWARD AND BE SIRE.
o'clock tonight in Masonic hall.
We specialize in all kinds of heavy
machine work. All work guaranteed.
Agents for . Kssonkay. Transconti-- !
nental Garage.
!
Early spring styles just received. JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
TECHNIQUE OF
AUTOPSIES IS
DESCRIBED
Kansas City. 'ln Feb. 20. At-
tempts by the defense to discredit the,
slate's witness, Dr. l.udwig Hektoen, '
of the 1'nivorsity of Chicago, failed
at today's session of the Hyde mur-('(l- -
trial, when Dr. K. Hektoen stated
that the things lie had advised in a
look written several years ago were
f,uite applicable to present day
On cross examination by Attorney
Walsh, for the defense, Dr. Hektoen
admitted that in performing an
on Swope's body, he had not
tcllowed instructions set forth in his
cwn book on ihn technique of autop-
sits, which said frozen bodies should
rot be thawed with hot water.
"That book was written in $!.':.'!
rhe witness said. "Since that time
Methods of embalming have changed;
somewhat and methods of conducting
autopsies have been altered. Were J
( re.vise my book today i would
'(iKinge those statements."
Entirely new fabrics also. Order that
suit, now. The. V. H. flobel Co., Cat-
ron block.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
. :::: IF IT S REAL ESTATE,". II A V WARD HAS IT.
fflMiBROS. CBMPAH? J
Herbert W. Clark, chairman of the
Ik'publicau central committee, arriv-
ed yesterday from Las Vega. He is
m xd Palace hotel.
Lewis Crazton, a business man of
New Orleans, is at the Palace.
Villianl D. Douglas, of Washington,
D. C, is here on official business.
Mr. and Mrs. Seeundino Romero are
here from Las Vegas.
Miss Mary Buckner, of Las Vegas.
Is registered at the Palace.
Antonio Joseph, son of the late dele-
gate to congress, is hero from Ojo
Caliente. Mr. Joseph is accompanied
tj his wife. They are registered al
tie. Montezuma hotel.
Mayor I). K. I!. Sellers, of AUiunuer-ciuc- ,
is at the Montezuma.
Elmer E. Veeder, the well known
Meadow City attorney, is at the Mon-
tezuma hotel.
'. A. Hyde, a business man of Je-
rome, Arizona, is at. the European
hotel.
Major V. H. H. Llewellyn, member
of the Xew Mexico house of represen-
tatives, returned late last night from
Las Cruees.
Miss Harriet Earth, of Los Angeles,
California, a cousin of our own State
Senator Isaac Harth, is the guest, of
Mrs. Harth and the senator at their
t'partments on Grant avenue. She
will remain for a week or ten days.
Rev. B. Z. McCullough left this af-
ternoon- for Punxatawney, Pennsy!
vania, in charge of the body of Dr. K.
H. Miller. The funeral services were
held at 2 o'clock today. Mr. Mc-
Cullough wishes to announce that al-
though he will be absent next Sabbath
that services will he held both morn-
ing and afternoon as usual.
From the Springer Stockman:
lrank P. Sturgess of Santa Fe, came
i'P with a boy for the Reform school.
Over twenty years ago Mr. Sttirges
waB a Springer hoy and the s
here now who remember him were
pleased to see him and Frank wub
pleased to see them. This was his
first visit in Springer in a number
of years. Frank left for his Santa Fe
home on No. 1.
Mrs. Chaves of Albuquerque is a
guest in Santa Fe of Mrs. James Selig- -
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric light, steam heat an.l baths.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive Headquar-- i
ters in the hotel.
Guild Meeting The Guild of the
Church of The Holy Faith will meet
'with Mrs. Paleu tomorrow afternoon
a ; o'clock.
Fish Screen A demonstration of
line g hsh screen brought
'here from Utah by H. 1!. Johnson is
scheduled at 4 to 4::;n p. m. today
!i- - lin Knntn. Fe river under the Don
Aim llIU That the New Year we haveIII 111 WINN justentered maybe for eachv vll H flaJH and every one a Happy New
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be
I Will Trade With H. C. YONTZ, SAN fScISCO ST.Caspar avenue bridge. Legislators and
; nglers have been invited to bo pres-
ent.
Why put up with rough and redden
FUNERAL OF
DR. MILLER 'tea
UNITED STATES BANK 4 TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
' Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
THE STAR BARN
PROPRIETOR.W. A. WILLIAMS,
The funeral of Dr. Robert II. Miller
who died here suddenly early yester-
day morning took place at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon. As the body was tak-
en to the depot where it was shipped
to Pennsylvania for Interment, the
First Regiment, band marched in the
funeral cortege and played a funeral
march. Undertakers Mulligan and
Rising were in charge of the funeral
arrangements.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. " W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
J. B. LAMY, t.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS: PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
I DON DIEGO ADDITION
ed hands? A little of "Zook s Ben-join- ,
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream"
will keep your hands soft and white,
iook's Pharmacy.
Bank Closed The First .National
:Lank will not be open for business
Lsaturday. February 22nd (Washing-- !
ten's Birthday). Those desiring
ciange, etc., for business Saturday
should procure same on Friday,
j See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
Abstract Co. for abs:ract work.
Spring is here Spruce up, paint
up, Sewall's Pure Liquid paint will do
lit. See new ad of Santa Fe Hard-- i
ware and Supply Co. today.
No Quality too High for a place In j
'itr store. Wo pay particular attention
to the selection of our stock and sel--
cct the highest possible quality in
ifvery instance. To buoy our gooda is
to guarantee quality. Zook's Phar- -
r acy.
LOST Small black purse, gold and
pearl beaded. Reward for return to
New Mexican office.
Dainty, Vivacious and Piquaint,
'
Hose Atnsworth will be seen at the
Elks' theater tonight in the Hoyt Com-- I
edy Success "A Bachelor's Honey-- I
moon." This offering which is now
in its sixth year of success, is a pre-- j
tentious one and the production coni-- i
plete in every detail, regarding cos- -
turning, scenic equipment and elec- -
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side) Hay and Grain!
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR HART
DENIES RACE TRACK RUMOR.
Olympia, Wash., Feb. L'fl. On the
unanimous instructions of the senate
today, Lieutenant Governor Hart tel-- 1
egraphed to the Idaho legislature a
denial of the rumor said to be current
in Boise that passage of an Idaho law
forbidding race track gambling
would be followed by an act of the
Washington legislature authorizing
such gambling. A fight. Is being made
In Idaho to close the Alan race track
which is near the Washington boun-
dary. The Idaho legislators are said
to have been told by race track men
that Washington has designs on Ida-
ho's track and would move it across
r.ian.
Mrs. Winchester, who has been in
Santa Fe for the past week, and whose
singing lias given so great pleasure to
Fanta Feans, left for Albuquerque to-
day. It is Mrs. Winchester's inten-
tion to return to Santa Fe on Thurs-
day next, when she will organize a
class in vocal music, having already
Secured a large membership.
Miss Harris, the attractive niece of
State Senator Gregory N. Page, of Gal-
lup, McKinley county, is out again
after "ahoperation for appendicitis.
She has been at St. Vincent's
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
Wholesale and Ketail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a Trial
Order and Convince You.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J ' OALISTEO STREET.
the line.OX. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE REAL ESTATE SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
1 19 San Francisco St., ; r;rr Santa Fe, New Mexico.
trical display. The supporting com REPUBLICANS CLUB WITHDEMOCRATS IN WYOMING.pany is a capable one and deserves
the support of the theater going
IOWA PASSES EQUAL
SUFFRAGE BILL.
Des Moines, la., Feb, 20. The low-
er bouse of the Iowa legislature to-
day passed a resolution providing for
the submission to the voters of an
equal suffrage amendment to the
The vote was 81 to 20.
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H 1 1 HtHHIIIIHHIIItimi
TRYING TO PROUE
FINANCIAL PROFIT
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 20. Strained
relations between Republicans "and
Democratic members of the house de-
veloped today during the considera-
tion of Governor .1. II. Carey's veto
of the bill providing an appropriation
for the Wyoming industrial institu-
tion. Originally the measure was
passed by a unanimous vote in both
house and senate. Today when the
Republicans sought to pass it over the
governor's veto, it was opposed by
the Democrats. In retaliation, the Re-
publicans, who have a majority of one
defeated every Democratic measure
Every Woman
iHENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.
is interested ana snouia Know
n bout the wonderful
(MARVEL Whirling Spray
Salem, Mass., Feb. 20. The defense
continued today its effort to the theory
of the state Win. A. Dorr, accused of
the murder of George W. Marsh of
Lynn, hoped to profit indirectly from
the $100,000 fund which was held in
trust for his aunt, Orpha Marsh, with
e new Vaginal syringa
Best most convenient. Tt
cleanses instantly.
Ask your druggist f
If he cannot 6 up ply
MARVEL, accent no other?) taken up by a strict party vote.fat seLd stamp for illastr.itcd Ytm.r ' mbook sealed. It gives fuil particu
lars and directions i.valuahleto ladles.
MAIVEL CO., 44Eas(23ri itrett.l
whom he lived in Stockton, Califor-
nia.
James S. Serano of Stockton, who
was the custodian of the fund, testified
that Miss Marsh had executed a quit
claim deed and would not have been
benefited by the death of George K.
Marsh. Miss Marsh had subsequent-
ly sued to recover the deed, he said.
Employes of a floston hotel testi- -
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
f NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
h- Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Bagfjae TransferiJ'rompt Attention and the Best
ft'KAUNEH. 5.
sv JBili
11 THE AMERICAN j
1 Cllv TR.M)E MARK' WATER MARK
WOMAN IN
TERRIBLE STATE
Finds Help in Lydia E. Pink-ham'-s
Vegetable
Compound.
Where Quality Governs thePrice
and Price the Quality
Of SatisfdctjWnf Quaranteed.
fled that they saw Dorr there at 9
o'clock in the evening of April 11, the
j date of the murder. He left soon aft-- !
er, saying he was going to Maine.
A cab driver testified that he drove
to a train bound in the opposite direcTelephone 9 W104 DON GASPER ST.
Bellevue, Ohio.-- "I was in a terrible
state before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
tion.
Objections from the prosecution
halted proceedings for a time. Pre-
viously on cross examination, Snec 1
when asked if his wife after elopi::g
to Canada with Boyce had not return-
ed to Texas because of charges filed
against Boyce in Kort Worth, replied.
"No sir. She came because I told
her I had come there for her."
Your Best Resolution
; Will be to buy your
goods this year on a
basis of quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
is no store which
Vegetable Com-
pound. My back
acheduntil I thought
it would break, 1 had
pains all over me,
nervous feelings and.
periodic troubles. 1
was very weak and
run down and was
losing hope of ever
being well and
strong. After tak-In- c
I.vdia E. Pink- -
IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g power of
first-cla- ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify
FINELY GROUND FOR LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES, ETC.
Lawn Dressing, per cwt, . .... . . . . $2.50
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt., ... 2.95
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt., . 2.75
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt., . 3 00
A5K TO SEE SAMPLES.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE, 8AWKK
INVESTIGATION
IS REOPENED
ham's Vegetable Compound I improved
In the Cold
sells QUALITY GOODS
so reasonably. And
remember, during
this year that cheap
goods do not always
prove economical in
the end. Put your
buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
which pays you atali
EVEN THOUGH IT'COSTS MQRE
IN THE BEGINNING!
Rupr CarpetWeather a
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 20. Eight
years ago the Western Fuel company,
against whose officers and employes
right indictments charging conspiracy
to defraud the government of customs
('uties, aggregating $450,000 were
yesterday, was iinder investiga-
tion by the treasury department, but
he reports never got farther than a
pigeon-hol-e in the desk of Frederick
S. Stratton. collector of the port.
William H. Tidwell, special agent of
the treasury department, Is seeking
today to learn why these reports were
halted.
He would not discuss his plans, but
promised further developments.
"I am conversant with two other
investigations into the workings ol
the Western Fuel company," said
Stratton, "and the papers in connec-
tion with them are now In nly posses-
sion, but I am not at liberty to dis-
cuss them."
rapidly and today am a wen woman, i
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.
Would not be without it In the house if
it cost three times the amount" Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Belle-
vue, Ohio.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
trial. It surely has remedied many
cases of female Ills, such as inflamma-
tion, ulceration, displacements, tumors,
Irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
and it may be exactly what you need.
The Pinkham record is a proud and
peerless one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair. It is an es-
tablished fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it if you
need such a medicine T
(Facsimile Water-Mark- )
The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. ' Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santt Fe, N. M,
IS A GREAT COMFORT. We hav some of the
. Finest Brussels Carpets and WeH-Mad- e kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purae. r- .
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis
played in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
THE AKERS WAGNER UNDERTAKING
AND FURNITURE CO.
H. S. KAUNE 8 CO.
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe OuaMv.
Scratch Pads of all descriptions an
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent:
New Mexican pfflcOj 1jmmjmJ
f'AGe six SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20. 1913.
THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,0Santa Fe New Mexican JVC. R. J. PALEN, L. A. HUGHES,
A
Eatered as Second Claw Matter at the Santa Fo Poatorflco
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
Tho New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
Tho New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
,t2.'Ar94 rt y. w-a- - dt ,12,.' a
11 .Kl
President. Vice-Preride-
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
flme la the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
Growth determlnea ita adaptability to changing cond-
ition. This bank haa auccessfully withstood all the
country' financial and commercial disaatert for over
forty yeara. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rulea Its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but dependa for Ita prosperity upon- - adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
I
I
i
THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J.Wight niddlugs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
HHy, pr yttrt by mill 15.9 Dally Per Quarter, mill 11.25
Bally, iU menths, by mall 0 0"y per quarter, by carrier 11.50
KM Weekly, six month 50Weakly, par year
Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request
-:- -- THE VALLEY RANCH
Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH
enly want that which will help our
treat state.
rush. The hotel proprietor regret-- 1
fully asked where they wanted their
letters forwarded. They said, "No-- I
where." They wanted rest and peace
jand quiet where they would be free
REMARKS "SU
I BIOGRAPHIES COMMON GINKfrom Interference and worry from
"All of Today's News Today" legislature is slowly making: the army of "something for nothing" I- -Ourhaste. seeker. J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier.So, while the Americans are so
An echo answers: "What tele- - funny to our English cousins, and the
HE WANTS PROHIBITION
THAT WILL PROHIBIT.
During a discussion of a municipal
option bill before the legislative sen-
ate a few days ago, various senators
OUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITScbject of shafts of their heavy lidi
t,uIo, we are also wanted abroad.
Often. I wonder why our people arePHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS31 J
gram .'
The house Democrats will caucus
op March 5 and quarrel on March 6.
The Roswell Record is to be
Regenerated would be
so frantic to go abroad when all that expressed themselves pro and icon on
t:iey have there, we also have here. the subject several of them, in fact,
They do not surpass us in wonders both pro and con, so that even the
or scenery; in relics of antiquity, nicest constituent could not have told
which seem to indicate an uge fully as j just where he stood,
old as any of the east. The great, glor- - Then after all the remarks had been
The tax game is a hard proposition leus, boundless west is a veritable concluded and the president of the
its getting harder to beat it every treasure house in all that attracts the senate
was about to order the roll,
. .i i. Kf (lift Connlnl' Tin rr nAn A .nn.
HOW THEY WERE UOTING
When Senator (Iregory I'age .beared in the state senate last week, Hi
the merits of a question as he sawsubstance, that be would hereafter vote on
it and his interest would be in those measures that are for the good ot
tlie people he must have been looking backward as well as
forward.
II 1ll.,i.a .wl ' '
rar now. tourist and the scnoiar, ana yei many ""v ui. 6c o- -
of our Americans strike for the for-- j i.ounced that he had something to
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
(MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs, Lettering, Etc.Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
1 19 Don Qaspar Avenue.
lands for recreation and sight I, men ne earn it, ana wnen neV ti,e ninr were refreshing and any unbiased man. not, xews Item: General Huerta isitign
hidebound l,v politics, will feel a higher respect for the member of the president of Mexico today vice
who has the courage and independence to take a stand apart j t.( ,.0 now in jaii.
from the demands of political leaders. "
Feeing, before they nave visitea me'"" ''"" "j'"s m mno uulIratities and marvels of their home-j,li- e slightest doubt as to where he
j lnj j s tood on the proposition.
"s'po Amorirn firt" nu eli t. to be the! 'Mr. President," he said, "I am in
From the remarks of Senator IVce, however, ,ne iiuum,. n. - bHn ijioro is maKing a noise u.ve ,. " V i. ,vnw aeein If favor of prohibition that will prohibit:
exposition whereas San Francisco nas ."e- - - , . ,i,ikui ,ut ,mto draw conclusions.
He bus determined to vote the interest of cur POOP only couiu reaiue n, anuhereafter for legislation in net even 8tarted the noise.
the people.
la It ,,,f tin. n:i1nr:ll rntiel tisioll. then, that the senator. who has been
New Jfexico is In the front as a land ; """"- - ' ,c" i"""""""" reai
that should be known. Pioliibltlon can consist only in the
OUR FOLLIES. government, by act of congress, sup- -
A heart story soused with tears Pressing the manufacture, sale and use
wa tniri in i rhieniro court the:0' ,1(i"or within the United States.
...
Mr. Salary Bill is not rushing:
through this session of the legislature)
as liis friends had hoped he would. j
r.ih inv i.v m.. u..len Hnsehnr 1 "B B"4 v' nmeni, at present, is a party
a strong party man, has been standing pat on political grounds with
the
members of his party?
Further than this, are we not led to believe that Ihe controlling party,
which has been the stamlpat Republican party in the state senate, has not
been legislating in tho interest of the people?
Arc we not led to believe that Hi" parly has been considered first, and that
ine lower mmse 01 .,B, o"s 0ver twenty vears ago she adopted!10 tne sa100 business; It legalizestuined President Taft in his veto of the making of intoxicating liquors:ba)n. boy n.se(J gav, hjmthe immigration bill. The president educatlon got llim a good1' is iu Partnership with the saloonfeel grateful. i position and then married him.lMen Take away the license from the
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL. .
m.litieat effect and party advantage have been me main consmeiuuuu
mini who thinks or cares, knows that tills is Rridegroom, 2t years: bride, 4! 7"'""' uioon win not lasiAs a matter of fact, every
. . .. , it it t i,n Thar nvpfttientlnn whir i t ie nouse j Men minutes, now. t knnw who i'.so Everv man has watched t ie course 01 legislation reuii. n - - years. uesmi: Aegieci, ueseruuu,
the situ tion lie is convinced that a few men who are absolutely con- - committee was to make into the coal lulleliness. talking about: I used to be in the
the legislation of this slate, are actuated from a selfish spirit and prices charged in New
Mexico is ap--j How m times ,ve fip0,,,, a good !1"'0' business, both wholesale and
by a desire power. ' r i'r"llt,' "
'l Subseqllent fo"'- We do n0t Lll Ti iD o,i ti.ut inHiiPiiees nnr leir s atiou. diways qo it oy taKinc tne mammon- - . " x amn favor of passing any bill that putsThe salvation of the people of New Mexico lies in the awakening to this
fact, and taking a determined, lighting stand against the continuance of the
Another .New .Mexico hoy nas ueen lul route a8 H(;Ipu Bnscj,or did. but
appointed an officer in the Philippine lnere are many ot"lpr waygi and we
ronstabulary. If they keep on, Newlf,ften find them.
Mexico will bo running the Philip-- i if Mrs. Buschor had only let her
any matter of legislation up to the
people; hence, I have said nothing
rgainst thiB bi.1.1. However, there Is American Plan, $2.50 and up.present political oligarchyThe revolt has begun and is growing, from all parts of Aew .Mexico are nnlv nnp kinH rf Tii.rtiiiKiirtnes. good work stand ana permitted tne; ' f.,u,UUu.
l.oy to take that position in life which . 1 "ere was notnmg more to be said
A taxation law that will require uva8 natural to him. doubtless twoi"1. t,ne Benate; senator from Mc- - Meals, 50 Cents.evervbody. corporations, individuals lives would have been made happy. 1 vmley counly "aa said It all and then
-- lmnnW thnn l,ov gnvtvnv I "'" ""Jieuver, mOBt Ot tfle mem-- ;those entirely devoid of lndividu
do not think there 'is anything In "the .berf sP?ct?fs and officers felt that!
coming reports of unrest and dissatisfaction.
The people have grown weary of the disregard of their interests or even
protection, and the old guard with Us tyranny and dictatorial methods will no
longer be sustained.
It is not to be wondered that the old guard of manipulators are making
a desperate effort to retain their hold, but their lines are broken, and here-
after other interests than those of party will have to be considered.
The time has gone by when a half dozen men can control the legislation
of this great state and dictate a line of action.
It is the dawn of the peoples' da.
-- n
just about told the truth andelity to return their property at
its
full value, is the only solution for the
pi esent.
world that brings more satisfaction
him tothan to extend the helping hand, to one (1.le',e ,were 110 requests fora question.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
who deserves it. But that is the way the state senator
from McKinley has in legislative mat
Everyone of us. in the course of our
lives, has stumbled, and when a
Mend just gave us a lift, It gave new'
rourage and established hope. i
ters, lie seldom Rpeaks, but when he
ooes speak, he is in the habit of say-
ing right out in the open, lust exnnt- -
As soon as the populace was defin-
itely informed that Felix Diaz had won
the battle, "Viva Diaz" was all the
rage in Mexico City. A band wagon
is a band wagon, no matter when,
vhere nor how.
First aid is not alone for the battle i.v what he means whether the balancofield. It is for everyday life.
What is life, anvwav. but a field of . "Ktl8 lc or not- -
battle? The struggle lasts longer, for! . yi'ff Pf was born February
it does not cease a moment, but some V at littIe town know" as Lon-- P
i n, Canada.
JUST AIWARNING
The danger of putting natural resources under the control
, of a state was
never better illustrated than in the case of anthracite coal.
In a little pocket in the northeastern corner of Pennsylvania, nature
planted the one big lot of hard coal to be found on our continent.
When men found it they at once ran to the capitol of Pennsylvania for
charters confirming for all time their private and exclusive ownership of this
natural treasure, which soon came to be a household necessity throughout
a great portion of our country.
And Pennsylvania, being an interest-rule- d state, gave away those char-
ters, freely, eagerly.
It was the gift to private individuals of a power to tax not only the peo-Di- e
of Pennsylvania, but a.U the people.
ui uo aic KCiiniK null uii uiti uuie:
A Pennsylvania family ate a chick-
en dinner which had been cooked In a
copper kettle. Now the family phy-
sician hopes they will recover. This
is another case of where the test of
the pudding is in the eating.
Mr. Page says he never went to
school and that the only education he
got was in the school conducted byOld Man Experience, who is a hard
professor. He came to New Mpyi
f nd there is not one of us on the face
of the earth who does not need friend-
ship and occasional aid from others.
The only trouble with this strange
combination of opposites which we
The Montezuma Hotel
. SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Cf,ll hiimanitv i tlint tnn nfton hntli 111 li,s2 and engaged in lumherine-The members of the legislature con- -
whereas ifThat tax is now being collected. You are paying it every time you uuj tmuP tQ lntroauce bills the one who aids or the one who is!fnally Ianding some railroad tie con-aide-
tips all the good over by some! rac.ts and making good. He likewise
l lg mistake, afterward, just as Mrs. ct" . cted a wholesale and retail mer- -
Buschor did in marrying the boy, af-j.f-" mismess. and, as he says,
ttr she had nursed him and brought ',lse nana'ed the booze business, Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.him up. uul "noiesaie and retail. He alsoconducted a hotel at Gallup and at
me time ran a sawmill. He was col- -
they would pass about four or five
tadly needed ones already introduced,
the people would arise as one man and
v hoop things up for 'em.
...
A Colorado statesman said that the
reason the Lord did not mean that
the other states should share in the
mountain streams of the west, was
that he didn't make it rain in Kansas.
Often, even the Lord is misjudged,
f ; .
ton of coal. When the coal barons want more they charge more. Ana you
have to pay it. Because you have to keep warm and your children have to
keep warm and there is no fuel so convenient for warming purposes as an-
thracite coal. It is a tax from which you cannot appeal.
The men who got these eternal privileges to tax other men did not make
this coal. God made It. And there is no proof beyond Raer's say so that He
made it with special reference to them.
Vet only the state of Pennsylvania can step in to put limits upon their
greed. And the state of Pennsylvania hasn't done this because, up to this
time, they and their kind have constituted the state of Pennsylvania, politi-
cally speaking.
Jf that coal, which all America needs, could be owned and regulated by
the votes of all Americans, do you think that the big coal. trust would long
be permitted to hoist the price of it any time the trust's stockholders got
lmtip-r- fnv Increnseri dividends?
i ana treasurer of McKinley
county, from 1909 to 1911 and Is a
IT LOOKS GOOD.
Not being a statesman, but just a
bystander, aaid looking at matters
fiom that point of view, I cannot un-
derstand the opposition, In certain
to an appropriation for the
San Diego exposition.
Surely, we want to get our state be--
uiemoer or tne legislative senate fromthe Seventeenth district.
The state senator has some warm
friends and some political onnonenta How About That Fire Insurance?The London suffragettes are charg- - who might be termed almost as enetd with having placed a bomb underM''ie tne worm as mticn as possible.
we want new people in at least
most of us do, although It does look
In his various reservations, Uncle Sam has large quantities of natural David Lloyd George's residence there-tiinsiir-
He has forests, ores. oil. water power the "white coal" of the destroying it. Let us be thankful
mies, out there is one thing that
no man ever charged against the statef cnator from McKinley that was thathe never made a speech in his Hffl in
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
onlyture. It is right that these treasures of nature should be developed and; that thus far, our suffragets as if there were a few who did not.The only way to do this is to let peo-
ple elsewhere know about us.
irsist upon marching in our inaugtiral vhich his hearers did not know more
j alter he was done than when ha ha. Think About It! -- Then Act
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANY
parades.
A Xew Jersey professor told his
lupils that tigers did not grow in Af-
rica and the students have put it up
to Theodore Roosevelt to decide.
Might ask him if they grow in Wall
rtreet along with the bulls, bears and
lambs.
made to serve the needs of the people.
But, with Pennsylvania coal beds as examples before us, would it be wise
to turn this property of all the people over to the states, to be fought for by
the powerful combines which can summon strength from all tho states when
seeking unfair privilege in any one?
The rights of humanity are greater than the rights of a state. The wel-
fare of all the people is more important than the enrichment of a few.
let us be sure that the experience of this generation with the coal
trust Isn't duplicated in the next generation in the states which, beneath the
misleading p.1,ea for "state rights," are now clamoring for swifter develop-
ment of forests, ores and water power.
Let us keep the control of God's gifts to the American people whe re the
American people can reach it.
1)
SANTA FE, N. M
We are a young state and want to fan as to what he thought about the
get to be big in population and wealth j particular subject on which he spoke,
as we are in area, but we cannot do It And there were days in New Mes-
hy playing the recluse act and notjico, too, when it took more nerve, toq.
telling the world who and what we i fcr a man to speak his mind, than
aie. j during these semi-obsole- and peace- -
I am surprised at the position taken luI times of statehood. And Gregory
by some state newspapers on the j I'ase 'alked just as much in those
question, when thee instruments of da. as he does now. Not often but
information are always supposed to eellnB'y.
GENERAL AGENTS,
am in ouuaing up ana giving promi- -
nence to good things and are not sup-- ; illKI Y UlKLO A WONDERFUL INSURANCE CONTRACT!
Sheriff McGrath, of Grant county,
has the right idea. According to the
Lordsburg Liberal, he says that the
legislature may pass any law It likes
in the salary line and that if he likes
TEN nnilADC 1NMI1AI DDFMIHM BUr8 A tFC D ACCIDIHTAFTER HUSBANDSposed to be penurious and pessimisticin advocacy of things which are a pos-- 1 il,ii vulmhj milium, i i.imui combmaj POLICYRead what is offered :It he will continue to be sheriff and ifjitive benefit. (... , Paid tor death from ary
cause$ 250.00resign. 1 OK(ft Pnid for death fiom ordllOU.UU nary accidentCAA AA Paid (or accidental losshe does not like it, he willThat's exactly the right Idea. 1 AAA nn Paid for dismemberment
To me, as a citizen and a looker-o- i Btokpiv '"mn wom-i- t
does seem that the exposition at Saul p"cts rem, in
i
In.if .'"Vl,Diego is just what we are looking for.Yre 'MVffUlSS of one hand, one eyeor Ions of sightijUUU.UU
Chicago students gave a pure food banquet the other day and some of
the banqueters were afterward stricken with ptomaine poisoning. It does
sure look as if it were a mere matter of chance on the eating proposition, in
spite of Dr. Wiley, Lillian Itussdl and all the other experts, who tell us how,
when, and what to eat.
O
The El Paso Herald evidently sizes the thing up when it says, "If that
New Mexico salary bill Included the salaries of the legislators, it would
pass in a minute." That is about th? time it took for the legislators to make
the arrangement for their pay envelope, and it was the first measure at-
tended to this session.
9 AAA AA Paid for accidental death,Ions oijVVUiW dismemberment or
sight travel by accident
IAftA A A Paid foraocidental loss ofone titma, one foot- or one
eye by travel accident,
tlft flft Weekly indemnity for tot'9 1 u,uu disability from travel aocldent
ne tau uitve a uuuuiue i euicu nioi uiuig, nave Handed themselves
there that will be permanently our gether to hunt for husbands. AA Weekly indemnity for total$C ability accidental InjuriesAS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT own. in it, we can exhibit our prod-- i There are thirty young women In the
,ucts and have constantly on view and in a letter in th mi
For partial disability one-hal- f weekly Indemnity. No Medical Examination Hequired.
GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL toomUacnaAtlacityvertising features that will tell ofjtuey frankly admit that they want toXew Mexico, which will be seen by j marry "any nice men that will make
The proclamationuiuusauus or people every year, is not iiomes tor us.that worth while? Are we going to sit reads as follows:
BUT THEY WANT US.
The papers and writers over the
big pond get a lot of amusement in
poking fun at America and Americans,
md yet the countries over there all
seem to be glad to see us.
"To the Public This letter is writ- -
?n with the consent of every ginl in
by and let our sister state of Arizona
outstrip us in the race for position
rmong American states lOODY'S STAGE LINE
John Barrett seems to have succeeded in erasing his name from the Wil-
son cabinet slate. Evidently the governor does not admire public men whose
loquacity interferes with their diplomacy.
a
The 4th of March probably looks as far away as the 4th of July to those
cabinet aspirants, and when it does come they'll wish it hadn't. Hope is a
buoyant thing.
0
A Xew York producer says that the dramatic critics do not give the pro-
ducers a fair show. That is the way the audience sometimes feels about
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
FromI notice when Mr. and Mrs. Shep-- j I am thinking only of our own good,
herd got to London the other dayjTt is a selfish view, I will admit, but
everyone knew of it, although they 't Is one of those cases where selflsh- -
tried to be quiet and unobserved. The i'1 88 is eminently proper and respect- -
name of Gould, however, was too well able. We know that we cannot get
known, and a photographer snapped j to know of us or get interested
the newly married pair as they step-ii- u us unless they can see us, and I
the manager.
: o .
. The tobacco trust which was dissolved some time since, has divided up
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. fJANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at AH Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
i he Girls' Club or Blakelv
consists of thirty girls, who are anx-:ou- sto marry. Their ages range from! to 23 years. We are willing to
nlarry any nice man who will makehomes for us. We are a very nice
ciass of girls, and we will make good
wives for the right men. The Girls'Club of Blakely."
Blakely is a mining hamlet in thelorthern part of Lackawanna county.
Many of its promising young menhave been killed and maimed in the
underground workings, and this Is be-
lieved to be one of the reasons for
the shortage of eligible husbands.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. ' Fere $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
In this case, dissolution means the opposite of red from the steamer. lam for any movement that will getsomewhere near 5b,oM,tRu.death. They reached their hotel, and at
once they were besieged. Letters
floated in: messengers flooded the ho-
tel; beggars beseeched, until the sit-
uation became unendurable and the
Shepherds were compelled to leave
the hotel and eet away to avoid the
people to look us over. I favor the
San Diego fair, because it will bring
r. ore people through New Mexico than
the one at San Francisco. Then after
ri ssing through, they see our state
home and our exhibits and literature
and they are impressed by them. I
The number of lame ducks that will be in Washington on March 4
will make the city appear like a field after a shooting tournament.
o
la the Balkan war still going on? Mexico has so appropriated the stage
that other performers are lost sight of.
New York Chop Suey. 60a j the surrounding Wire Embudf .
avwwwwwwl station.
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIESman who knew the value of these
logs refined them from their half-lurie-
condition and they were taken
to a sawmill and made into lumber
which sc.ld for over $100.
MASC'.C.
.Montezuma Lodge!
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
FOR 14 K.ST A three or six room
house furnished or unfurnished. Ap-
ply to ! S. Lowitzk).
Regular communi-- !
calion first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at
Stubborn Case
"I was under the treatment of two doctors," writes
Mrs. R. L Phillips, of Indian Valley, Va., "and they pro-
nounced my case a very stubborn one, of womanly weak-
ness. I was not able to sit up, when I commenced to
take Cardui.
I used it about one week, before I saw much change.
Now, the severe pain, that had been in my side for years,
has gone, and I don't suffer at all. I am feeling better than
in a long time, and cannot speak too highly of Cardui."
'7:30.
K. 11. PAl.'L, W. .M.
K. LIN .YE Y, Secretary.
Want to sell or trade your proper' y?
A?.k for our free big list, Solth
l.eal lis tale Exchange, Moriartv. X.
M.
,CHAS.
Keeping the Body in Repair
Nature intended that the body should do its own
repairing and it would do so were it not for the
fact that most of us live other than a natural life.
Nature didn't intend that we should wear corsets, tight collars or
shoes, nor live in badly ventilated and draughty houses, nor eat and
drink some of the things that we do, nor ride in street cars when we should walk.
The consequence is that the body when it gets out of order must look for out-
side help to make the necessary repairs.
For weak stomachs and the indigestion or dyspepsia resulting, and the multitude
of diseases following therefrom, no medicine can be more adaptable as a curative
agent than DR. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL, DISCOVERY.
This famous Doctor's prescription has been recommended for over 40 year,
and is today just as bi? a success. Restores a healthy appetite. Cleanses the blood.
Strengthens the nerves. Hegulates stomach and liver. Demand the original.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Sold In Liquid or Tablet form ty Dealers In Medicines
Send 31 one-ce- stamps to pay cost of mulling only on a free copy of Dr. Pierce's Com-
mon Sense Medical Adviser, 1UUB panes, clothbuund. Address Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
The main body of the tree laid an- - '
disturbed for about 40 years and the
owner, not realizing the great value
of this lo?, cut it into stovewood and
turned it. When too late he learned
that his firewood waB exceedingly val- -
t able, for had it been sawed as were
the limbs mentioned, the product
v.ould have sold for over $1,000.
About 50 years ago black walnut
(i lid whitewood trees of prodigious
f.ize were not uncommon in this vl- -
cmity and had forest conservation re-
ceived the attention then that it does
how, much of it would still be in!
a good state of preservation today.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. in.
J. A. MArfSIR,
TAKE
IThc-Woman'sToni-
c
LARD
FOR SALE Second hand buggy,
used only a short time, rubber tires,
aulomulile sent. Cost. $125, will tuLi
$cu. Cull 22:: Ilickox street.
WANTEI) Wideawake young mail
to handle Hand Vaemiin Cleaner.
Sells iikiii trial. X electricity. Ad-
dress S. 8. Hadger. Douglas, Arizona.
FOR $l.."0 per acre the nig Four
'"M" (las Tractor will plow your land.
Any form of traction work solicited.
V irgil H. Campbell, Momitainair, New
.Mexico.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, H. P.
Secretary.ft CLAIRVOYANT
LOCATES COAL Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- -
day in each month atNEWS OF THE STATE Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
Dowagiac, Mich.. Feb. 20. Ou ths
farm of .Mrs. Gamaliel Sammons, in
1 okagon township, there are plenty of
feigns of coal, and also evidences of
oil can be seen.
The Sammons farm adjoins the
former Goble property, and both lie
near the Hokagon pike, one of the
if you are one of those ailing women who suffer from any
of the troubles so common to women.
Cardui is a builder of womanly strength. Composed
of purely vegetable ingredients, it acts quickly on the
womanly system, building up womanly strength, toning up
the womanly nerves, and regulating the womanly system.
Cardui has been in successful use for more than 50 years.
Thousands of ladies have written to tell of the benefit they
received from it. Try it for your troubles. Begin today.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dent.. Chattsnooca Mi dicine Co . Chattaitonga. Term.,
lor Special Instructions, and ffook, "Home Treatment lor Women,'' sent tree. 1 52
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C
jw. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder. iIones. The road board dragged thirty
miles of road south of the city the
fi.rly part of the week. All those in
terested in good roads are asked to
It stands to reason that what will
cure must prevent. Don't you owe
Pev- - ;your constitution a little consideration
de-- before it is too late? If so, try two
Ac-- weeks at the famous Ojo Calieute Hot
of Springs, New Mexico,
on .
see the work done by these simple "nest highways In southern Michigan-
Santa Fe Lodge of
feet ion io. 1, 14th
gree. Ancient and
cepled Scottish Rite
Free Masonry meets
In the early eighties the Undine of
DIDN'T CARE TO STAY.
Fritz Pauloski and Herman Hend-ks- s
of the "Cyclone Bakery" were
urrested on a warrant sworn out by
ntonio Archuleta, charging them with
grand larceny. A trial was held in
Squire Byrne's court and they were
held to the grand jury on a bond of
$.100. Tuesday night they made their
escape while waiting to toe taken to
Ciayton to Jail. Des Moines
the third Monday of each month at . .SALESMAN to sell new education
T.OA .'..lnnlr i.i Mm mni,,,, in .lie, VdW .... ... .i ,.m U ...o "-- " specialty to scbool boards. Exclusive
cral in a ditch along the Goble farm
led Dr. Rouse of this city to believe
there was a strata of coal on the farm,
and he secured an outfit and sunk a
fhaft down about 1500 feet, but with-
out success.
A peculiar circumstance about this
Cathedral. Visiting Scottish Rite
NEW MEXICO eOoML Masons are cordially invited to attend.JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
rc.ad makers. Deming Graphic. j
i
PUP BY PARCELS POST.
Parcels post has been the subject of
n.any gibes since its Institution Janu- - j
ary 1st, because of many suggestions
as to the nature of articles to be
transmitted from babies to threshing
n achines but such suggestions were
i.ot considered seriously. However,:
Uie fact remains that almost any, if
not every, article under 11 pounds and j
i.ot having too great a length may be
sent in this manner. As a proof of j
this statement we only need to call j
at tention to a local Incident. John B.
FOR Pc&NaflMcJl QoflNeflLventure was the prediction of a clair- - j
voyant, a stranger to Cass county,
territory. No competition. Liberal
proposition. Union Scbool Furnishing
Company, 1034 AV. Van Buren St., Chi-
cago, III.
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup--
Dll'es. Tviiewrilcrs nolrl
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
460, a P. O. E,
INJURED AT FIRE.
At the fire at the Advocate office
last week Assistant Chief Albert Ltn-r.- ll
was painfully and seriously injured
by the broken plate glass in the front
door while entering the building. The
arteries of his right arm were sever-
ed, and he lost a large amount of blood
1 efore Doctors Baker and Skeen were
utile to get him on a table and stop
v. ho described the farm and told them .
to sink a shaft near a certain hickory j
tree and thev would find coal. There! in consideration of the all absorb-- j u vards streets and parks, and mil-wa- s
but one hickory tree on the Question, that is before the people liens on the exposition itself, that she
place, and they set up their derrick let Sew .Mexico today; the future olM .ay be ready to entertain its hum
there and went at it. '.Sew .Mexico and tne benefit to be of thousands of visitors who
Chunks of coal as large as a com- - ! celved, by this state, by accepting will come to her both by land and by
holds Its regular an(J r,,Ilteil- standard makes handled,
session on the sec-A- n r?Iair work and (ypewl.jtera &uar.
ond and fourth j anteed Santa Fe Typewn(er Ex.Wednesday cf each change, I'hone 231 W.
month. V i i t ing
Pnlrri had nromiaed Les Harmon, of
ditch "'t privileges oiieieu ner to paruci- - sea during tne year ol ine ixposi- -hm.1i- - r..,. ..
..j u, non kettle were found in the, i.iic a -- . vf, i flu. Pnimnu.-Cl.lifnl'l- l !l PXIIOH I inn
are invK- -brothersi most economical and most expedi
welcome.ed and
ncaruy, imu me uieuium sum mey
would strike a body of the stuff largn i non to be held in San Diego through-- ! of tu, beautiful in nature
though to pay for their trouble. ut the year 1915, let us consider one .wi!1 ,ind !lt tlle San )h,KO exposition
There were no indications of oil, ex ieason, of vital importance, why New lllR ia,g(1(it horticultural exhibit, ever
cf pt that seen on the surface and it Mexico should present her products . asemblcd. The world has been ran-v.a- s
deemed advisable to drop further; to the world. sacked for specimens of the rarest
tious method of transmitting his gift
was by parcels post. So Monday
morning last he attached a tag to the
youthful canine its weight and meas- -
Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What Have You to Rent?
List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
11, Laughlin Block.
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler,
P M. A. LI EN A U,
Secretary.ir.ements cominer within the SDecillca- -
.. . .... ,.. nnorittinns punoniullv no tha ilnnlnf of plants, and these will he shown in allHow many of the inhabitantstions anu nppnea 3o cents in parcels -
the flow. Dr. Baker said that he
v.ould have bled to death in a few
miuuteB if aid had not been secured.
We wonder if the money to pay
Linell's doctor bill, or to reimburse
him for the weeks of work he will
have to lose, will be "graft." Artesia
News.
TRIED TO BE AN OSTRICH.
Mrs. R. Gililland, who is more fa-
miliarly known by her immediate
friends as "Grandma" Gililland, lias
a pullet of unknown parentage as to
bleed, which one day this week laid
Rooms and houses furnished or un.
Camp furnished. A select list always on
W. A. i hcind.
of tropical vendure
mammoth botanical
Santa Fe
13514, M.
past stamps and sent the package ulu "H ""ve me money to go anyj ew Mexico Know mat me coin nuiua uieir weauu
v,Q iom t Hl, .tocHnoTinn 'further, and there were so many skep-!o- f this state cover a larger area than either in the
the combined areas of Pennsylvania, gardens or growing in the open abouttics it was impossible to form a comCarrizozo News.
the exposition grounds. Already over
meets second Tues-
day each month, so-- j
cial meeting third i
Tuesday at Fire-- !
Saves You Time and Money.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
"
ATTORNEYS AT-LA-
100,000 trees, shrubs, cacti, vines and
flowers have been planted in the ex-- j
position grounds or the large par'.:, all
t.f which will be beautified for the ex-- j
"
man's Hall. Visit- -
pany. Vest Virginia and Alabama? How
Later a company was formed here in j many of the inhabitants of New Me.v
Dowagiac and a well was sunk for ieo know that the Pacific coast irom
gas. They went down 2000 feet and j Vancouver to Valparaiso is practically
found nothing to indicate coal, gas or t coalless coast'.' Now, what docs this
oil. The Dowagiac well was about mean to New Mexico?
two miles distant from the OI1G Oil the ; Stnn mirl think n mi im ft (Yillfiiftaf
BADLY SHOT.
A. E. Wilburn, a resident of North
Washington avenue, is confined to his
home by a severe gun-sho- t wound in
his left shoulder and neck, which he
rustained about S o'clock last night.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WH1TTIER. Consul.position. In the nurseries are nearly
two million specimens of thousands of A, E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
vhen a shot-gu- he was carrying in i f'oble farm EDWARD P. DAVIES,City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building, i
Rooms 17-1-
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodg
meets regularljHOTEL ARRIVALS.
'varieties of known soec.es otjfoi a minute the great number of everyllfe-
- native to all lands iron, the
ships that will pass through the Pan- -
lama canal. These vessels will all stop e("'ator to the Arctic circle. Other
mlllio'18 be propagated beforeat San IMego to coal because San wl
,h of the exposition,
'Diego will be the logical northern opeiung
point last touched on the west coast! San Diego is rightfully proud of her
'and at San Diego will these great sea-- j magnificent harbor. And such a har-- j
going vessels coal for the long trip bor! Her bay, like unto but one other,
across the waters. ' as literally been carved out of the
r,...i.. t vt... rocks by the Almighty. II. lies land-
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-- j
erg always welcome.
iFRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 2f)i, holds its regular
eh egg measuring 7 inches one
way and 6 4 the other. It would
P'ake a turkey hen go to work be-
fore daylight and the question is if
that pullet can lay that sized egg
about the first rattle out of the
lox what can she do if grandma keeps
her a few years. We pass it up to
Charles Beasley or R. S. Connell, as
they are the chicken experts. o
WILL MAKE TEST.
The experimental farm committee,
composed of Messrs. Gurney, P. W.
Janes and Stevens, accepted the well
drilled on the local experimental farm
this week from E. B. Phillips, the
driller. The well was down to a
df pth of 250 feet and had a stand of
ir.9 feet of water which is thought to
MONTEZUMA.
W. E. Dame and wife, Mexico.
E. P. Humbert, State College.
Charles Patek, City.
J. T. Evans, City.
Mr. and-- Mrs. A. C. McAlister,
Francisco.
a buggy was discharged. The juglar
vein is not severed, but may be in-
jured and his recovery cannot be pre-
dicted at this time.
Wilburn, who is about 40 years old,
end a man named Elliott went after
ducks and other game yesterday.
TLey drove in a buggy and had been
returning home. The accident oc-
curred within a short distance of the
Wilburn home. Wilburn had a sin-ti- e
barreled gun while his companion
carried a double-barrele- d gun. The
latter was not loaded during the re-
turn trip,
i lilt UUttl Yl 111 UU11H5 1JU1U IICW 1T1CASan tr.niroii onvct ri n cr lunniv. nil ki i;.n--ico. Not only because of the superiorIJ (,.., meeting oil lilt: lliav luuiouaj "i tavimiles in an area which varies
...
..l TTW lw,TT a! ?.Q1 . mqnulity of its product and its Inojs
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselior-at-Law- .
Practices In a'i the District Courts
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law- .
'Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
A T T,l, l .lf ,! r..ll4 ,.., t j,. j i uiuinu ill, r ueiimii s uuu i.o" v7 M. Wood, Denver. but because uo other: ten miles long," r;.:.:r rz: : vmk rothers are mvited and eiccal beds are so near and the short come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
haul will make the price and price will
get the business. What the sale of
E. Mynott, Salt Lake.
A. J. Evans, City.
A. C. Vorhees, Raton.
F. D, Petershagen, JeffersonImmediately after the accident va City,
rious reports as to the cause of the
I romontory 100 feet above sea-leve- l,
for a distance of fifteen miles, walling
the world out and San Diego in. A
land-locke- bay that has accommo-
dated the Pacific navy of the United
States, with space left for the At-
lantic fleet without crowding. A
Cud-mad- e place of refuge for all the
ravies of the world.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.In sufficient tor all irrigation pur-- 1 shooting were circulated through the
2879, Brother!city, Wilburn states that the gun was
accidentally discharged as he went to
alight from the buggy. He thinks the
hammer caught in the blanket. His
companion was getting out of the
these millions of tons of coal will
mean to New Mexico cannot well be
estimated. You can see that it is go-
ing to mean wonderful development
cf your coal lands at an early date.
In order that the people of New
Mexico may realize what the develop-
ment of her coal lands will mean to
the state we will substantiate our
above assertions by stating that the
approximate acreage of coal lands in
this state cover an area of about 6,- -
Chas. F. Easley, . Chaa. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
Attorneys at aw.
Practice in the Courts and befor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Entaa-ci- a,
N. M.
hood of Ameri-
can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri
day of the
month at the
Firemen's Hall.
buggy on the opposite side when the j
F. E. Walling, a farmer living near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
family doctor to use Foley Honey and
Tr Compound for my children when
poses on the tract. Adequate means
are lacking for the testing of the well
just at this time, but the committee
expect to make a thorough test in the
course of a week or two, when suf-fxie-
pipe and a pump will be avail-
able. Carrizozo Outlook.
A 'PELL OF WEATHER.
We have had the greatest spell of
vet weather in the memory of the
oldest inhabitant It has been a'genu-ir- e
rainy spell, and when it was not
raining it was threatening to do bo.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
gun was discharged.
Wilburn was hurried to his home,
where his wounds were dressed by
physicians. Roswell Record. 4!s0,000 acres, of this amount there are
M. J. McGUlNNESS
Attorney-at-Law- .
City
i i n qnn .. there was a cough medicine needed.
development on account of being lo-- ! " "WJ' ives the best of satisfaction ,.is ce,ebrated travelogue on "Panama" Zk BulldineSecond S FnCapitalM ucated on reservation lands. Thi8 and I recommend it to others." ForHt orchestra Hall, Chicago, " 1 '
leaves 4.2G0.00O acres the anoroximate Balc a" " jsenousiy interrupted Dy continual
HE USED HIGHLY
VALUED TIMBER
FOR FIREWOOD
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Mo.
Frank Cox, Fhoenix.
D. K. R. Sellers, Albuquerque.
Delia Darrah, San Pedro.
L. O. Frankel, Denver.
R. L. Samuel, Iowa.
Klmer E. Veeder, Las Vegas.
O. H. Lundy, Roswell.
Paul Kley, Denver.
Isldro Montoya, Gallegos.
CORONADO.
A. A. Sanchez, Coyote.
Sotero Archuleta, Coyote.
0. G. Garcia, Glorieta.
Tobias Gonzales, El Rito.
Simon Gonzales, El Rlto.
Henry Wagner, Rozel, Kan.
W. W. Ingersoll, Senorito.
E. Jiron, Pojoaque.
G. W. Johnson, Estancla.
Alfonso Herrera, Denver.
Mike Baca, Los Angeles.
Miss L. R. Davis, Los Angeles.
L. Baca, Denver.
E. Vigil, San Francisco.
EUROPEAN.
F, A. Hyde, Jerome, Ariz.
H. M. Miller, Denver.
Horace Harper, El Paso.
H. G. Wilson, Gallup.
John L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas.
Susano Ortiz, Las Vegas.
total area of available coal land in ' i coughing of the audience. No oneWednesday night, of last week .85 of OH, GENEVIEVE.
Owosso, Mich., Feb. 20. A young
woman who is visiting in Owosso from
a nearby city, dropped into a local
annoys willingly and if the people with
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
in throat vtould use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound, they could quickly
this state and of this 4,200,000 acres
of coal land, 71,748 acres are today be-
ing developed. This leaves 4,188,251
p.ires of available coal land in the
Dentist
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
And by Appointment.
Mason, Mich., Feb. 20. A stump
In the dooryard of William Groat, of
Alaiedon, marks the spot where, in
the days of a former owner, stood a
state of New Mexico as yet unde
veloped.
dry goods store and as a result the jcure their coughs and colds and avoid
clerk who waited upon her has since (this annoyance. For sale by all drug-bee-
in a state verging on nervous j gists.
piostration. This is how it happen- -
black walnut tree, a giant of the for-- ! If the business produced by the
canal is one thousand times greater
than Is estimated, the coal beds of
DR. J. M. DIAZ,WftTir.F FftR Piml ir.ATlON.ed:Walking into the place, she said to
Department of the Interior, V. & j Office 202 Water St., HflUfS, I lo J P. M
est, which had a bit of interesting
history attached to it.
During the civil war a cabinetmak-
er of Lansing 'sa w the tree and its
straight grain and great size led him
to bargain with the owner, and he
agreed to give $15 for it, delivered.
Phones J Office, 220 WResidence, 9 J
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb-- :
the clerk:
"It is my desire to obtain a pair
of circular elastic appendages cap-rbl- e
of being contracted or expanded
by means of oscilating burnished steel
an inch fell, and it looked like rain
i II the next day. Friday night It ralli-
ed again, and there was .90 of an inch,
and everybody thought that would be
the end of it, but on Sunday there
was .10 of an Inch. What makes It
worse is that the sun has not been
able to get in its work and dry, up the
mud, and so it has been disagreeably
muddy all the time. Lordsburg Lib-
eral.
GIVE DRAGS AWAY.
The Luna county is having fifty
King -- road orags constructed for the
use of the farmers of the county.
These drags will be given to those
farmers who agree to keep the high-vay- s
adjacent to their farms in good
condition by dragging after rains.
These drags are in use in practically
every farming community In the Unit-
ed States, and have proved them-
selves wonderful machines in trans-
forming poor roads into first clasB
ruary 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Gurule. of La Jara, N. M who, on
New Mexico will supply the west coast
with coal for a thousand years and
f Is statement is not exaggerated one
particle.
San Diego invites the world to come
and see her botii during the exposi-
tion year and during the years o
pieparation for it. She is spending
millions on her harbor, on wharves
and docks, millions on roads and bou- -
The tree was cut and found to meas ay Work. Portable Coils to be
used at patient's home.pppliances that sparkle like gold leafme jo, 1910, made Homestead Entryure 6 feet and 4 inches in diameter No. 013C1S, for SW Section 16,at the base.
Two large limbs the size of ordi
nno wnicn are utilized ror Keeping in
position the hablliaments of the
which Innate delicacy for-
bids me to mention." C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
Townish 22 N., Range 1 "W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make five year proof, to es
nary logs were prepared for the saw
DR. DONALDSON'S
STRONG ADDRESS
AT THE CHURCH
mill and when the owner started to PIIYSICAN and SURGEON,tablish claim to the land above de 'deliver the first one he found his
team unable to draw it. It was
dumped by the roadside and left.
Soon after the second met a similar "SYRUP OF FIGS" FOB INDIGESTION.
scribed, before Charles W. Holman, Rooms 18-1- 9 Laughlin Bldg. Calls
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., o March promply attended day or night.
15. 1913. OFFICE HOTJE8:
Claimant names as witnesses: j V to II a. HI., 2 to 4 p. 01., 7 to 8 p. Dl,
Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
"The Challenge of the Republic to
the Church," an address delivered last
e vening at the Presbyterian church by
fate.
After lying there about 15 years a
Rev. R. M. Donaldson, D. D., was well BUSESworth the hearing and greatly appre CONSTIPATION Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; ,Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N, M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ciated by his audience. Dr. Donald'
ron is one of those ready and easy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V. 8.
iLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan--j
uary 25, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
BEAUTIFUL A T AIR public speakers who carry a grace
end charm in his manner, and the sub-1e-
as presented by him was reflected
with interest and spiced with natural
wit. He showed that every colony
Better Than Castor OU, Calomel Or Cathartics To Cleanse Your
Stomach, Liver and 30 Feet of Bowels. Harmless Laxative
For Men, Women and ;ChiIdren.WE PROVE II---25 CENT
" E'DANDERN
founded on, America's shores was for
religious purposes, and the intent of
the Almighty was to make UiIb repub-
lic Christians in the highest sense.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Filo-men- a
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Gallsteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home-
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW 1--4
SW Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
N 2 NW SW 4 NW Section
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 B., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de
Destroys Dandruff Stops Falling Hair Cleaaes and Invi-go- f
ates Your Scalp-- - Delightful Dressing.
He reviewed the challenges presented
to workers in the cause of right, as
Gonzales, ot Gallsteo, N. M., who, on
January G, 1908, made Homesteal
05358, No. 12763, for S 2 SW 4 Sec
20, N 2 NW Section 29, Town-
ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inteatioa
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore II. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M, on March 6, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses'
Faustin Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
Tapia and Hllario Baca, all ot Galls-
teo, N. Al.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
U'tlPD Vnil Villi aa nnn hnt fA
Primitive folks did not need laxa-
tives. They lived outdoors, ate plenty
of fruit, and all of their food was
coarse. We modern people are dif-
ferent! We exercise too little, eat
little fruit, and our food is too fine
too rich.
We simply can't have out ten yards
of bowels clogged up, liver choked
with sour bile and stomach full of
foul effete matter and feel well. It
means that the food and
.
waste re-
tained In the stomach and thirty feet
To be possessed ot a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wary and free from dandruff is mere-
ly a matter of using a little Dan- -
' dec ucn uau nuo miu
downy at first yes but really newhair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
only sure hair grower! destroyer of
seen in the opportunities presented
during our history. Every resource to
be developed was a challenge, whether
in the discovery of gold, the vast
stretch of unoccupied lands; or the
fields of human settlement yet needing
religious and moral training. Dr.
Donaldson left for his home after the
address, and Santa Fe people who
heard him cordially wish that he may
come here again.
derine..
It Is easy and inexpensive to have
We must live like primitive folks,
else we must take artificial means to
move the excess bile and waste mat-
ter on and out of the system.
The safest, most harmless and ef-
fective stomach, liver and bowol
cleanser and regulator for men, wo-
men and children is delicious Syrup
of Figs, which doesn't irritate, gripe
or weaken. Its effect is the effect of
fruits. It is composed entirely of
luscious figs, senna and aromatics.
Don't think you are drugging your-
self. Syrup of Figs can be constant-
ly used without harm.
Ask your druggist for "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna," and see
on the label that it is prepared by
The California Fig Syrup Company.
This is the only genuine the old
reliable. Refuse, with contempt, the
Fig Syrup imitations some-
times offered to deceive you.
scribed, before Register and Receiver, i
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., '
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, ot Leyla,
N. M., Antonio Villanueva, Agustin !
Ramirez, of Gallsteo, N. M.
of bowels ferments decays. The de
DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT.
Some that chronic constipation can-
not be cured. Don't you believe it.
Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
cay creates poisons, gases and acids,
and those poisons are sucked into the
dandruff and cure for itchy scalp andIt never fails to stop falling hair at
once. -
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your hair really s, moisten a
cloth with a little Danderine and care-
fully draw it through your hair tak-
ing ne small strand at a time. Your
hair will be soft, glossy and beauti-
ful In Just a few moments a delight-
ful surprise awaits everyone who tries
this.
blood through the very ducts intend
nice, soft hair and lots of it Just
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores rec-
ommend it apply a little as directed
and within ten minutes thee will be
an appearance of abundance; fresh-
ness, flufflnesB and an incomparable
gloss and lustre and try you will
you cannot Ond a trace of dandruff or
(ailing hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
'
ed to suck in the nutriment. Then
HEAVY SNOWFALL IN
PUEBLO TODAY.
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 20. More than a
foot of snow fell here last night and
today and it is still snowing. It is
the heaviest snow fall recorded since
the establishment ot the local weather
bureau 24 years ago.
MANUEL R. OTERO, others why not you? Give them a
Register, trial. They cost a quarter. For Bale
by all druggists.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
the new state. 4if you ant auick returns.
we hare sick headache, become dull,
bilious, tongue coated, nervous, meals
don't digest, and we feel miserable all
over, So we must make our choice.
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NEWS. HEW PUBLICATION GENERAL FELIX DIAZ TORUN FOR PRESIDENCY
OF MEXICAN REPUBLIC. F LOWERSOUST RECEIVED!Line of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS Incolors. Also full line of PRINCESS
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
colors for use in working tne new
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PIcLOWS,
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
etc., which are the late designs just
received.
OF ALL KINDS AT ALL TIMES
THE CLARENDON GARDEN !PHONE 13 I
ceminty this morning in regard to the f
fiite of heads of the old adinlnistra-- ;
tion. General Ilucrtus order pre-- !
venting the departure of Francisco
Madero gave rise to many rumors and
conjectures. j
.Meanwhile the altitude of Zapata
and Gomez, leaders of the southern
luid northern rebels, is occasioning,
activity.
Closest estimates obtainnble of the;
disunities during the lighting in the!
streets show that about three thou-- ,
vand persons were killed and seven
thousand wounded. These are not
I overnment figures, nor will the gov-- )
eminent be able to make any caloulu-- '
t'OIl. '
In most cases no official records
were kept of the bodies which were'
GF THE INDIAN
HARVEY PEOPLE PUT OUT BROCHURE
THAT IS ONE OF THE CLASSICS OF
THE SOUTHWEST AND WRITTEN BY
RALPH E. TWITCHELL.
Under the title of "First Families
nf the .Southwest.'' the Harvey people,
vho conduct the Harvey eating houses
"ml curio rooms along the Santa Fe
FVHtem, have just issued a handsome-'-
illustrated brochure on the Indians
v- -
.....1 ii.i Thrt
1 1
THE
JEWELERS. SPITZ,
Governor William C. McDonald has
received nn invitation from tlio Wo-
r.ian's N'ationul Wilson and Marsliull
organization at Washington Inviting;
Lira and his family hh well as all New;
Mexico visitors to the reception to be:
yiveu by the organization at the Xcwj
Willnrd hotel on .March :;, 1li:i. An
invitation is also extended to New:
Mexicans to enjoy the hospitality of;
the organization during inauguration j
voek. The invitation is signed by j
A.nrio T Arm,. rhnirm.'itl i
i
WATER APPLICATION.
The water application No. 74(5 was'
filed in the ofllce of the stale engineer
l,y A. A. Kaiser, It. F. Kaiser, (',. V.
Kaiser, of Dayton, Eddy county, for
fcfven cubic feet of water from the
JVcos river, by diversion, to irrigate
acres.
SUFFRAGETTES ARRIVED
IN NEWARK TODAY,
: Newark, Del., Feb. 20 The delega-- !
f'ou of "On to Washington" suffraget-- j
Its, arrived in Newark at 2 p. m.,'
icing escorted the last three miles
by a largo delegation of college stu-- l
flouts with their band.
The students presented to "General"
Jones resolutions adopted at a meet-
ing yesterday, denying the reports
Hut kidnapping was intended and they
V demand, a new porttlolio has beenhure s one of handsomest .'.
!
HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
b vite the party to remain In Ne.v-- , buying movement of yesterday and by
nrk all night to see a basketball the avidity with which stocks were
jiame. While the main body will go j put out on all rallies.
i'i, to BUUon. Md., this afternoon a few Failure to stem the tide of liquids-vil- l
remain In Newark. Soon after Hon in obscure stocks also curtailed
tneir arrival, the party hud lunch at operations for the long account. Al- -
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!
Paint
Up!
II llWt Y01R WATCH CLEANED
I' OCCASIONALLY.
A
Get
Ready !
Lnrncd.
Numerous instances nre known in
hicli whole families were wiped out
l exploding shells or by the pene-
trating fire of machine guns. The
great majority of the dead were
including a large propor
tion of women and children
Estimates as to the loss of property
are necessarily inaccurate, 'l nere is
no doubt the"' damage amounts to
n.any millions.
These are the days of fugitives. The
families of those who stood high In
favor with Madero, have fled from the
city. The wife of the has
gene no further than their ranch, near)
a suburi,.', but the other members of
the family are supposed to Tie in Vera
Cruz.
MADERO'S FATE.
It i cnlH th ov.nveKirton! was tn be;
deported from Vera Cruz much as
Fcrllrio Diaz was sent away, and that
his exile was to be a substitute for a
trial for tjie murder of Colonel Rivera,
whom he was accused of killing at the
time of his arrest in the National pal- -
ace. The formal accusation was
made against him by Attorney Carlos
before the attorney general
of the republic, and it was declared
that the charge was to be left pending
should he attempt to return to the re- -
public.
A LUNACY COMMISSION?
Another report was that the govern-
ment was considering the advisability
of bringing him before a lunacy com-
mission.
Rumors that all was not going well
between General Huerta and Felix
I iaz were discounted today by the
f.'ct that the two held frequent confer-
ences regarding the conduct of af
fairs and often addressed each other
Ly their first names.
United States Ambassador Wilson,
v ho has taken such a keen interest
In the establishment of the new ad-
ministration, was in counsel with both
Generals Huerta and Diaz and was
made the recipient of frank confi-
dences by both.
The cabinet at first agreed upon
by Huerta and Diaz was confirmed in
f.li respects except in connection with
the ministry of finance, in which
Obregon was substituted for
Carlos G. de Cosio. The names for
the portfolios were suggested partly
l y Diaz and partly by Huerta. .
MADERO IS DEPRESSED.
Mexico City, Feb. 20. Senor Ma-
dero and the other women related
to the spent the day in
worried speculation. They were u d
and deeply apprehensive on nc- -
count of General Huerta's refusal last
night to permit the departure nf Ma-
dero and Suarez after all had been
prepared for their exile.
The anxiety of the women was not
released until shortly before noon j
when they were informed of the state
of affairs.
In the meantime Madero and Suar
ez were confined in rooms which had
Wr, lffnrt tn them in (lie national
nalace. and from which the guards
... novo- - hHent Thev wer in a ,
state of deep dejection as they had
been informed of Gustavo Madero's
death and were deeply concerned g j
to their own fate.
When you are ready to do your Spring Painting: insist on CAR-
TER WHITE LEAD and Pure Linseed Oil. Buy it from us
and let your painter put it on. We guarantee it to
you. if you want Ready-Mixe- d Paint, then
(Continued from page one)
Madero, although General Huerta'8
action in detaining the ex- president
i roused some suspicion.
All the banks weer opui today and
street car service was partly resinned.
Ilejief that the danger of foreign in-
tervention In Mexico is over is
by the newspapers. U is
popularly believed that tin.', foreign
rations will make no objeciiou to rec-
ognition of tin; new government, since
i.ll constitutional forms have- bee"
properly observed. The supreme court
today formally ratified the change.
In an effort to supply a popular
tied to the cabinet, that of agriculture.
'I his Is held by Manuel Aldape who
s Identified with the rebel move-
nt nt in the north and is now under
lail on a charge of violating the neu-
trality laws of the United States.
Senor Aldapo's chief work will be to
Ftudy out a solution of the Agranian
problem, which has been the subject
cf attack by rebels both in the north
i nd south.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. The
fate of Francisco Madero is to be left
in the hands of the new cabinet and
will doubtless be decided tonight. The
1b now the personal pris--
"'er of Huerta. who refuses
o accept responsibility for his
("isposition.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. Gen-
eral Huerta was on the point of per'
milting Madero and Suarez to leave'
the country, but was counselled to
delay action by close friends who
considered It probable that Madero
would use his freedom to hatch new
plots.
The provisional president declared
he would place the case of Madero be-- 1
fore the cabinet ministers immediate-
ly after they were sworn into office.
There appeared a strong probability
today that the appointment of a lun-ae-
commission to examine him
would be urged as a solution.
A new interpretation of the sol-
dier's oath of allegiance was given by
General Huerta, addressing the stud-
ents of the military school at Tlal-pa-
today. These students were the
ones who began the revolt in the cap-
ital.
Although Huerta directed the cam-
paign against Felix Diaz with vigor
for more than a week, he told these
boys that they acted properly and liv
ed P to their obligations as army
men in "striking for the welfare of
their country." All of them received
commissions as lieutenants. There
will be no laxity in ordinary army dis-
cipline under the new regime. This
was indicated by the prompt, execu-
tion in one of the court yards of the
rational palace today of a bugler who
had fired on his superior officer.
Kenneth Turner of Los Angeles,
who was arrested as a spy for enter-
ing the rebel lines, with a camera
during the battle was released today.
Turner had given some of the rebel
outposts an assumed name. The dis-
covery of this and of a letter signed
by Madero in his possession resulted
in his detention.
DIAZ WIRES HIS UNCLE.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. Felix
Diaz today denied responsibility for
the execution of Gustavo Madero and
aciou Basso, superuueuuem oi w
National palace. The official report
1" the (len,n ot GuBtavo Madero says:
1 le was being removed from one part
ol the arsenal to another when he
made a dash for liberty. The of-- j
ficers in charge fired at him and killed
him."
Adolfo Uasso, an old man, was kill-iv.i- t
inside the rebel lines.
The death of Gustavo Madero is
still the chief topic of conversation
among the populace. Many people to-
day sought for souvenirs of the dead j
politician and one person paid $25
for a fragment of his eye glass. Juan
Sanchez Azcona, private secretary of
Vranclsco Madero, and Jesus Urueta,
Madero's chief supporter in the cham-- 1
er of deputies, were added to the list
of prisoners yesterday. They had es-
caped from the city in an automobile
during the upheaval at the National
palace, but were captured between
here and the coast.
A telegram was sent today to the
nris residence of Porflrio Diaz, the
former dictator, by Felix Diaz, his
nephew, and General Huerta, the!
new provisional president. In which
the aged general was Informed:
"You have been avenged against j
your former enemy." I
3000 WERE KILLED.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 20. The;
Mexican capital was in a state of un-- !
y
SEWS
PURELIQUID
PAINT
publications on the subject that has
been seen in recent years and is ably
written by Ralph Kmerson Twitchell,
New Mexico historian and man of let-
ters. The brochure contains repro-auction- s
of some of the most famous;
jl'idinn paintings extant and should be
ui attractive souvenir.
ATTH 1ITULtLOd Hv 1 I vl 1 T
IM IIIAf I CTUFFTIl WtH,L 1 ntC 1
New York, Feb. 20. Bullish senti
ment in Wall street was chilled early
tonay by the exhaustion of the spirited
t.iough losses in the standard stocks
were slight the tendency to disregard
tavorable factors stimulated bear
pleasure. Trading was at a lower
liate, the morning's business totalling
less than half of that done in the same
t me yesterday.
Honda were steady.
Prices of representative stock even-
tually crumbled under the weight ol
liquidation of department store, mail
order, and other industrial stocks.
Sears Jtoebuck slumped 8 Rump
ley (i Wool wort li 6, Txose-Wile- s
Ilf,ints
The market closed heavy. There
was some resumption of the early
pressure of the Standard stocks in the
lust five minutes of business and spec-
ulation left off with prices on the
down grade. "'
Oftenngs of stocks decreased and
fiere was a steadier tone in the fa-- !
orite issues. Pressure was less urg-
ent-in the specialties but. isolated
points of weakness continued to crop
tut.
HONESTV HAS
NIL TO FEAR
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 20. "Honest
l i siness ami honest business men
have nothing to fear." This is the as-
surance which President-elec- t Wilsy)
jfcf.ve today in a lengthy statement ev-- j
plaining the enactment into law of the
seven anti-trus- t bills which he signed
yesterday.
"Those who would engage in the
heartless practices of ruining rivals
;piid filching from the pockets of the'
people, more than they ought reason
ably to demand." says the governor,
"are the only ones who will have
cause to reeref. the ennetmenr nf
these measures. I predict that under
them the people of New Jersey are
upon a new era of prosperity. I con-
gratulate
'
the legislature and the peo-- 1
le of New Jersey. The laws mark a
new era in our business life." '
i
THE LEGISLATURES.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 20. The!
Missouri house of representatives to-- !
day sent to engrossment the consitiu-- j i
tional amendment granting suffrage
to women. The senate has already
tfiken similar action.
Springfield, 111., Feb. 20. The joint
ballot on the long term senatorship
resulted in no choice.
Y. Sherman, Republican, and Clonel
James H. Lewis, Democrat, still lead.
There was no choice today in the
ji int ballot of the legislature for the
short term. The deadlock will remain
in force until next week as an agree-
ment was entered into after the joint Iballots that both the state senate and
bouse should adjourn until next Wed-t.esda-
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 20. The
fourteenth joint ballot for the U. S.
senatorship was taken today by the
West Virginia legislature. There was
j.o election.
H. F. HOLLIS LEADS. !
Concord, N. H., Feb. 20. Henry F.
Mollis, Democrat, with 174 votes,;
..,. tf
U. S. senator in the legislature today.
:
Yale, B. C, Feb. 20. Two men, W.
11. McVeth, manager, and J. A. Flodin,
miner, were killed and several Injured
t'.iis morning when a flume at Siwash
Creek mine gave out. The manager
and workman were swept through the
li:nnel of the mines and life was ex-t- !i
ct when their bodies were recov- -
ered. Considerable damage was done.
JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE AND FLOOR WAX.
CAMTA PC HADnUADC JC CIIDDI V CC
MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
nient, in the opinion of officials here,
will depend entirely on the extent to
which Huerta and his leaders are
willing to recognize the directing
powers of the Mexican congress.
So far as the record goes, the forms
of the Mexican constitution appear
to have been observed in the perfunc- -
lory elevation of the minister for for- -
eign affairs to the presidential office
tor an nour or two Deiore nis replace-
ment by a provisional president chos-
en by the congress.
The real test is looked for in the
provisional holding of popular elec-
tion and the willingness of the de
facto government, to surrender con- -
trol to the officers chosen by the peo- -
pie.
So long as Mexicans alone are in- - j
volved in the summary executions I
and deportation, there can be no in-- j
lenerence on me pan oi mis govern.
ment although it has been suggested
that possibly Ambassador Wilson and
other members of the diplomatic
corps in the City of Mexico might
unofficially use their influence for
mercy.
War department officials today were
at a loss to understand the comp.'alnt
from Governor Colquitt of Texas,
against the policy pursued by the ad-
ministration in the conservation of
peace along the border. Brigadier
General Steever has established what
the soldiers regard as a most efficient
military patrol along the entire north-
ern boundary, and although he is in
a position to know precise conditions
in the neighborhood of this" line, so
far he has failed to report any causes
of complaint which Governor Colquitt
has mentioned. The general staff
feels it unnecessary to add to the bor-
der patrol.
ORDER RESTORED.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. Order
is being restored in Mexico City. Am
bassador Henry L. Wilson, so notified
the state department today. Relatives
of Americans in the Mexican capital
may send money direct to banks,, al-
though it may be sent through the
embassy if desired. Although quiet
prevails by day, the ambassador re-
ports many looters abroad by night.
The American embassy relief commit-
tee is actively relieving sufferers
among the sick, wounded and desti-
tute.
Consuls report n feel-
ing subsiding in the states where the
circulation of false statements con-
cerning plans of the United States
has aroused enmity. The populace in
Ciudad Porflrio Diaz fppears indiffer-
ent over the results in Mexico. Sal-till- o
is quiet. ;
News of the change was received
v ith great joy in Durango, where the
jgtvernor and federal commander as-
sured Consul Hamm they would ac- -
cept the Huerta government, Fed- -
eral and local officials in Vera Cruz
promised Consul Canada that order
will be maintained, Consul Edwards
si.ys Ciudad Juarez is quiet and that
the news from the national capital
. . , .. ..t i
...:,L I : : 1 1V"H leceiveu wuu mue Buipnac. i.c
8ald nothing had been heard from the j
rebels in the outlying districts whose
nf!tio"s mlSht make the future ProbIe- -
matical
: i. iH ,niAnMnl.jnvv amtuiiuii u&aiu la iu icicgifttiiuv
communication with Acapulco, long a
Austin, Texas, Feb. 20. Colonel
Colquitt asserted today that the ac
tion of federal authorities 1tf making
plans for the removal of - United
States troops from the Mexican bor-
der, had given rise to the impression
among people in that section that in
tervention was inevitable and because
ot this, feeling between Mexicans and
Americans populating border towns
had been growing more intense daily,
It was this phase of federal action
necessary to call Texas rangers and
national guardsmen to protect people
.
if
1
!
i
j
style of cannon, This one has an
a hotel.
"PRACTICAL" RAILROAD
MEN ARE RECOMMENDED.
Washington, 1). C, Feb, 20. W. M.
Hopkins, manager of the transporta- -
ion department of the Chicago board j
or trade, before the house shipping j
1 list investigating committee, today
t raised the interstate commerce com-
mission and its work in the regula-f'o- n
of rates, but suggested adding
radical railroad men to the commis- -
fion to aid in rate making. Mr. Hop- - j
ii'ns recommended legislation to pre
1 eiit railroads owning lake vessels,
from fixing rates to keep up charges
between competitive points on the
t'l-ea- t Lakes.
j
X X X X X X X
X NOTICE TO CONTESTANTS. X
X
X There were hundreds of votes X
X thrown out-- at the count on Mon.- - X
X day on account of no names ap-- X
X pearing for who they were to X
X be voted for. Please be sure and X
X have the candidate's name appear X
X plainly on each ballot. TUB X
X COMMITTKF. OF .JCDC.KS. X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ELK'STHEATRE
ONE NIUH T ONLY
Thursday,
February AAj L H
GILSON & BRA0FIELD
OFFER THE GREAT HOYT SUCCESS
A
HONEYMOON
A COMEDY IN 3 ACTS
With Leon A. tiilson and Miss
Rose Ainsworth and a Ca-
pable Cast of Well-know- n
Players.
Special Scenery! Handsome Costumes!
Kvery Line Covered Wtlh a Frosting of
Humor. 1000 I.huku1 auU Two Teais.
Prices, 50 cts., $1.00 and $1.50
S.C. Buff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING
$2.00.3 EGGS
Theearly hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
CKA3. A. WHEELGN,
Phone 204 J. 315 Palace Ave.
When informed of the provisional j center of
intention to Dermit the tion.
cabinet to settle his fate, Madero ap-
peared to be not greatly relieved. He
sat sullenly, refusing to answer any
questions.
Madero's trial before the cabinet
ministers will, it is said, find Francis-
co de la Barra almost alone in coun-
seling moderation and clemency. Ro- -
dolfo Reves. the minister of justice,
is likely to remember the death of
his father in the attack on the palace,
and the hleh-hande- d manner in which
SUNSHINE
for outside
work
AGENCY FOR
j MEN'S SHOES j
The Man Who Stands
In Our Shoes Will I
Stand Right Socially
and Publicly.
Ha will wear good looking,
perfect . fitting, comfortable
m
hoes. Shoes of individuality
with brain built right into them
by the most skillful shoe mak-
ers in the country.
The smart high toes, the me-
dium toea and the new reced-
ing toes with low, flat heels all
are here.
Button or Bluchers in all
leathers.'
i SPECIAL VALUES j
j $3.00, $3.50 j
$4.00, $4.50 I
i . $5.00, $5.50 !
Our shoe prices may sound J
very familiar but you'll travel a
long way if you try to match
our values elsewhere at our
prices.
jPFLUEGER'SI
: m o experts :
he considers Madero treated him. that has been causing the most trou-- I
With the exception possibly of two le, the governor said,
'
others, all other ministers have pet At present he declared, there are
grievances, thus making the cabinet- - no troops at Brownsville, Laredo and
jury scarcely a friendly one. other border cities and It has been
and property.
The movement of federal soldiers
from the border country to Marfa,
Texas, 80 miles from the river, has
left that part of the state open to the
maraudings of bands of Mexicans who
are reported robbing farms.
TARIFF BOARD
IS FAVORED
BY SENATE
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. Sena-
tor Lodge's bill for a tariff commis- -
L.tAn e t 1., A , t...eiuil ui live uieuiuciB hqd cuuui hw uj
the senate finance committee today
without discussion and without a rec-
ord vote.
The measure especially designates
the committee to investigate finance
'In cost of production in the U. S. and
foreign countries. Republican sena-
tors, pledged by caucus to the bill, do
not hope to get it through at this ses-
sion.
GIVEN TWO YEAR" -
BREAKING INTO BARN.
Nevada,'' Mo., Feb. 20. L. M. Duff,
whose daughter, clad In man's gar-
ments, was slain near here while both
ol them were running from Claude
Deedle, a Sheldon farmer, who discov-
ered them in his corn crib, was found
guilty today of breaking into Beedle's
barn and sentenced to two years In the
penitentiary.
Duff's defense was that his daugh-
ter, mentally unbalanced, had left
heme in the night and that he had fol-
lowed her to Beedle's farm. He said
l:e was trying to persuade her to re-
turn home when Beedle discovered
them.
They started to run and Beedle
red, killing the daughter and wound-- i
ing the father. The charge against
Beedle of killing the girl was drop-- 1
od by the prosecutor.
ARRESTED CONVICT TALKS
OF OUTBREAK PLANNED.
Carson City, Nev., Feb. 20. The ar--j
rest of an has led to the
discovery of an organized plot for an
outbreak at the penitentiary. The
former convict told his story to the
secretary of state and the sheriff.
Extra guards have been placed in
the prison. Among other things guns
were to be secreted in the prison
kitchen and the Inmates were to rush
there at a given signal.
STRIKERS TIE UP
TRAFFIC IN EASTON.
Easton, Pa., Feb. 20. All the union
men employed by the Eastern Penn-
sylvania Power company, which sup-
plies .light and power to trolley lines
end industrial establishments In this
section, went on strike today. ," Trol
ley roads are tied op and scores of
piants are either Idle or badly crip-
pled. .;
FEDERAL ARTILLERV AT DRILL IN MEXICO CITY.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. The
stability of the new Mexican govern-- 1
. . ..
operating one of the latest French
F. ANDREWS
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO EAT
Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.
Phone No.4 ANDREWS plloneNo-- 1
Artillerymen of Madero
accurate range of three miles.
